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INSTITUTE OF AGRICULTURE AND NATURAL RESOURCES
Lancaster CountyJanuary 2020
Sean Flowerday, Chair
Lancaster County Board of Commissioners
County-City Building
555 South 10th Street, Room 110
Lincoln, Nebraska 68508
Dear Commissioners:
Nebraska Extension is pleased to continue a strong tradition of making a difference in the lives
of individuals, families, businesses and communities in Lancaster County! Our programs
address issues Nebraskans have identified as important to our State,
Enclosed you will find Lancaster County Extension information from 2019. Contents include:
1) About Extension - Lancaster County Extension mission statement, overview and impact
reports;
2) Staff and Programs - staff directory and Extension Educator annual program
summaries;
3) Financials - summaries of 2018-2019 budget expenditures and current fiscal year 2019-
2020 budget; and
4) Media - website and social media information, samples of our Nebline monthly
newsletter and local newspaper articles.
Thank you for continuing to invest in Nebraska Extension as a local collaborative partner. We
strive to be great stewards of resources and work hard every day to demonstrate a strong return
on your investment. As you know, Extension Educators and Assistants live, work and engage
with people in your communities. We look forward to making a difference in the lives of
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Nebraska Extension ... a
Local, State and Federal Partnership
Nebraska Extension in Lancaster County represents a federal, state and local partnership.
The University ofNebraska-Lincoln (UNL), through state and federal funds, contributes
salary and benefits for extension educators and assistants, and for the Nutrition Education
Program. UNL also provides county extension staff with campus-based specialists, ongoing
professional development, in-service training, extension materials, publications and overall
program support.
Lancaster County provides office and educational facilities, support staff, program staff and
materials, and an annual operating budget.
The City of Lincoln supports programming for solid waste educational services.
Copyright ©2020
Extension is a Division of the Institute of Agriculture and Natural Resources at the University ofNebraska-Lincoln
cooperating with the Counties and the United States Department of Agriculture.
Nebraska Extension educational programs abide with the nondiscrimination policies of the


















Nebraska Extension in Lancaster County
is a partnership between Lancaster
County, University ofNebraska-Lincoln
and the U.S. Department of Agriculture.
Extension accomplishes LTNL's land-
grant mission by extending reliable,
research-based information in the areas of Community Environment;
Food, Nutrition & Health; Cropping & Water Systems; 4-H Youth




The Lancaster Extension Education Center is located
at 444 Cherrycreek Road in Lincoln.
LANCASTER COUNTY EXTENSION BOARD
The Extension Board serves as an advocate for Nebraska Extension in Lancaster County. Members of the board are appointed
by the Lancaster County Board of Commissioners. The Extension Board provides guidance to Extension staff in establishing and
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LANCASTER COUNTY 4-H
The Nebraska Extension 4-H Youth Development program is open to youth ages 5-18. 4-H is a learn-by-domg
program which teaches science and life skills in clubs, schools and after-school programs. In 2019, 4-H reached
35,312 youth in Lancaster County. Volunteers are the heart of4-H, with nearly 2,800 adults volunteering as club
leaders, county fair superintendents, and general volunteers.
LANCASTER COUNTY 4-H COUNCIL
Lancaster County 4-H Council represents the interests of youth, parents and lead-
ers. 4-H Council is responsible for determining long- and short-term goals and
policy for Lancaster County 4-H. They also raise funds by staffing a food booth
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LANCASTER COUNTY AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY
LCAS is a publicly supported organization whose mission is to promote agriculture, youth and
community. The LCAS board of directors hosts the annual LANCASTER COUNTY SUPER
FAIR. Durmg the fair, local residents and 4-H & FFA members exhibit projects and compete in
life skills events. LCAS and Extension work together under a "memorandum of understanding"
for a successful county fair. Located at 84th and Havelock, the LANCASTER EVENT
CENTER is a public, multipurpose, year-round facility designed to host a variety of events
and activities. It is operated by the Lancaster County Agricultural Society and is the home of the
Lancaster County Super Fair.
LANCASTER COUNTY
Super Fair
EXTENSION ORGANIZATION AND PLANNING
Nebraska Extension's mission: Helping Nebraskans enhance their lives through research-based
education.
Nebraska Extension in Lancaster County is supported by the Lancaster County Extension Board, who helps
oversee Nebraska Extension's mission. The Extension Board of Directors is comprised of nine appointed
members plus one ex officio member with voting privileges who is the President (or another selected person)
of the 4-H Council.
Extension board members are appointed in November/December of each year by the Lancaster County
Board of Commissioners with appointments becoming effective in January of the following year. A
Nominating Committee is appointed annually by the Extension Board to solicit nominations, review
applications, and make recommendations to the County Commissioners.
The Lancaster County Extension Board generally meets once each month throughout the year. One of
their main roles is to serve as an advocate for Nebraska Extension in Lancaster County. The Extension Board
also provides guidance to Extension staff in establishing and accomplishing Extension education program
goals and objectives. Annually, it assists in developing an operating budget and with local educational
priorities.










Second term (January 2017 - December 2019)
First term (January 2014 - December 2016)
Vice President (January 2018 - December 2018)
President (January 2019 - December 2019)
First term (January 2018 - December 2020)
Vice President (January 2019 - December 2019)
Second term (January 2017 - December 2019)
First term (January 2014 - December 2016)
Secretary/Treasurer (May 2018 - December 2019)
4-H Council ex officio member (Nov. 2018 - present)
Second term (January 2019 - December 2021)
First term (January 2016 - December 2018)
Replacement term (January 2015 - December 2015)
First term (January 2019 - December 2021)
Replacement term (January 2018 - December 2019)
First term (January 2018 - December 2020)
Second term (January 2019 - December 2021)
First term (January 2016 - December 2018)
Angelina Stovall-Amos Replacement term (July 2018 - December 2020)
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LANCASTER COUNTY
Reducing Weather's Impact on Ag Industry
/ 'f! ^ Extension Educator Tyler Williams helps producers manage the impact weather
and climate have on agricultural production. Due to this years weather events,
his expertise was in high demand. Tyler co-authored one of the most viewed
news articles on UNL Institute of Agriculture and Natural Resources CropWatch,
'Nebraska's Most Challenging 60 Days." He was invited to present at 24 events to
nearly 1,800 people. Tyler also organized the Nebraska Climate Summit, where
attendees learned from and engaged with experts in agriculture, human health,
public policy, and planning. 98% reported learning something new or making
a new connection. 91% reported being alarmed or concerned about climate
issues.
Accurate information going forward enables us to think and act proactively as we
evolve our management." - Nebraska Climate Summit attendee
rams35,312 Youth Engaged in 4-H Progf
4-H, Americas largest youth development program, empowers young people to
develop confidence, independence, resilience, and compassion. In 2019, 35,312
Lancaster County youth were engaged in 4-H programs, including clubs, school
enrichment, afterschool/summer sites and camps. At the Lancaster County Super
Fair, over 780 4-H/FFA exhibitors showcased over 5,000 exhibits. Lancaster
County 4-H also updated Garbology school enrichment and Trash to Treasure
afterschool learning opportunities in partnership with the City of Lincoln Solid
Waste Management Division this year. These programs teach youth the positive
impact they make on the environment through reducing, reusing and recycling.
77ie recycling activities helped me learn about the environment and how
important it is not to throw garbage everywhere. It helped me understand how I
can make my environment better" - Youth at Campbell Elementary Community
Learning Center afterschool program
16,700 Students Improve Nutrition Knowledge
Nebraska Extension in Lancaster County has developed school enrichment
nutrition kits which include lessons and supplies for grade-specific, hands-on
learning activities to teach students about health, nutrition, and physical activity.
Participating classrooms spend an average of 5-6 hours using the materials,
which meet Lincoln Public Schools' health curriculum objectives and national
health standards. In the 2018-19 school year, nutrition education was provided
to 41 schools, 800 classrooms, and 16,700 students. Pre- and post-evaluations
show significant improvements in students nutrition knowledge. For example,
P7^^ Kindergarten students improved by 36%, 2nd graders improved by 35%, and 5th
^ ~..1 graders improved by 56%.
When my family went to the store, we looked at the label on the juice we buy and
found out we shouldn't be buying that kind of juice, so we buy a better kind now
[100% juice]" - 3rd-grade student at Riley Elementary School
https://lancaster.unl.edu Q @UNLExtensionLancasterCounty Q @UNL_LancasterCo
444 Cherrycreek Road, Suite A, Lincoln, NE, 68528 • 402-441-7180 • lancaster(a)unl.edu
UNIVERSITY u/ NEBRASKA-LI^ICOLy
The University of Nebraska does not discriminate based upon any protected status. Please see go.unl.edu/nondiscrimination. © 2019
2019 Extension Highlights
IEBRASKA EXTENSION is your local
connection to university research-based
information. Nebraska Extension in Lancaster
County is a partnership between Lancaster
County, University of Nebraska-Lincoln
and the US. Department of Agriculture.
We extend knowledge, provide solutions
and change lives in these educational
program areas:
• Community Environment
* Cropping & Water Systems






Disaster response and recovery resources — After this year's
flooding and blizzard events, Nebraska Extension responded to individual and
community needs statewide relaying information to the public, collaborating
with partner agencies and organizations, and identifying solutions to help
Nebraskans. Pictured is Extension Associate Soni Cochran (far right) with
Winslow, Nebraska residents and UNL students enrolled in a Community and
Regional Planning course. Students documented the layout of Winslow to assist
as the village considered relocating to higher ground.
Weather and crops — Extension Educator Tyler Williams
(pictured at left) helps producers manage the impact weather
and climate have on agricultural production. Due to this year's
weather events, his expertise was in high demand. Tyler co-
authored one of the most-viewed news articles on UNL Institute
of Agriculture and Natural Resources' CropWatch, "Nebraska's
Most Challenging 60 Days." He was invited to present at 24
events to nearly 1,800 people. In addition, Tyler organized the
Nebraska Climate Summit, where attendees learned from and
engaged with experts in agriculture, human health, public
policy and planning. 98% reported learning something new or
making a new connection.
Early childhood trainings and resources — Last year,
Extension Educator Jaci Foged (pictured far left) taught or
coordinated 82 workshops for local child-care providers,
including a training about Emergency Preparedness. In response
to Nebraska's flooding, Extension developed a program named
Read For Resilience to support young children's healing after
a disaster and/or loss. Educators and specialists selected nine
children's books and developed accompanying storybook guides.
Thanks to $4,000 in donations, over 50 qualifying families
received over 250 children's books.
ProHort Update — New this year, Extension Educator
Sarah Browning offered a full-day workshop for nursery & green
industry professionals, turf managers, public works employees,
landscape managers, arborists and groundskeepers.
Attendees learned how to create weather-ready landscapes,
manage new insect pests, avoid tree risks and understand
current turf fertilization recommendations. Participant
evaluations indicated: 100% planned to change a tree
management practice to improve tree health; 96% planned
to use new practices to make the landscape they manage
more weather resilient; 92% planned to use a new practice
to positively identify insect pests.
Nutrition Education Program (NEP) — NEP provides
nutrition education and food access resources through
educational classes and policy, system and environmental (PSE)
initiatives which help make the places people live, work and
play healthier. Last year, NEP staff reached 142 families,
100 adults and 8,324 youth with direct education
and 16,209 individuals with PSE approaches.
Pictured is Extension Associate Dana Hardy (far
left) at the Lincoln Public Schools' McPhee Family
Literacy Group. During the last class of the series,









has been not only
|r!.^ _^F ^^ ontheLinoma
) ^jt ^ B| Beach site, where
our progress
is daily and concrete, but also
within myself. I have developed
a newfound appreciation for the
mechanisms of disaster relief and
those who operate at these areas."
—Ben Rhodes, who participated in the
University of Nebraska-Lincoln student











engaged and excited about healthy
recipes and the cooking process.
They became familiar with
kitchen equipment and cooking
technologies."
—Lanetta Edison-Soe,








it is to not
throw garbage
everywhere. It
was fun to learn
about something we don't learn in
school every day, and it helped me
understand how I can make my own
environment better."
—Zaniya Osborne, Campbell Elementary
Community Learning Center afterschool
youth who participated in 4-H











Extension office. He came out the
same day and worked diligently
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Food & Health ... 3
Farm & Acreage .. 4
Horticulture. .... .5






Insect/pest programs — Extension Educator Jody
Green offered several educational programs to a variety
of audiences in the Lancaster community including bed
bug prevention, attracting pollinators, identification of
creatures in the garden, managing pests in multi-family
housing and nature walks/programs for 4-H youth.
Pictured is Jody (back center) showing youth tomato




Domestic water and wastewater management
program — Extension Associate Becky Schuerman
(right front) serves as Extension s statewide water
coordinator, whose duties include collaborating with
other organizations, developing resources and teaching.
Extension, through a funding agreement with the
Nebraska Department of Environment & Energy, works
closely with the Nebraska Onsite Wastewater Association,
as well as the Nebraska Well Drillers Association, to
provide professional development trainings across the
state. Pictured is a hands-on training for installation of a
mound septic system.
Extension garden—The Nutrition Education Program
(NEP) team installed a Growing Together Nebraska
garden at the Lancaster County Extension office. Funding
was provided by a Supplemental Nutrition Assistance
Program-Education (SNAP-Ed) grant to increase healthy
food access by growing and donating fresh produce to
individuals and families experiencing food insecurity.
Extension Master Gardeners and horticulture staff
provided expertise and hands-on assistance. 355 total
pounds of produce were harvested and donated to two
local food pantries. Nutrition education, recipes and















many other counties in
Nebraska, we have shared
support and resources to our
neighbors. The educational
programming provided by
Extension staff enables coun-
ties to better withstand these
nature-related catastrophes.
Accolades, however, are to be
given to Nebraska residents
for their ability to withstand
adversity and come out on
the other side stronger and
better prepared for future
happenings.
Resilience is the measure
of the amount of disturbance
a system can withstand before
it collapses. Nebraskans
bounce back from natural
disasters time and time again.
Resiliency is important for




expertise and planning for
the future enable our cities,
counties and state to continue





In 2019, Extension's estimated 2,998
volunteers gave 33,323 total hours
of service worth $800,085* to our
community! Nebraska Extension in Lancaster
County benefits from these volunteers who
help extend the reach of programs such as 4-H
and Master Gardeners. In addition, many 4-H
clubs and individual members give back to their
community through service projects. Lancaster
County 4-H'ers reported over 2,000 hours of
community service. Pictured above are Master
Gardeners answering horticulture questions
from the public.
'Based on Independent Sector's estimate of Nebraska's value
of a volunteer hour in 2018 as $24.01.
food.unl.edu — Extension Educator Kayla Colgrove
coordinates and contributes to Extension's statewide
website, which received over 2.4 million pageviews last
year. The website provides educational resources and
recipes to help and inspire people to make healthy food
choices, safely prepare food and increase physical activity.
This year, Kayla worked with Extension's Food Website
team and UNL 1ANR (Institute of Agriculture and Natural
Resources) Media to implement a major redesign.
Pictured are two- and three-generation 4-H
families who helped with static exhibits at
this year's Lancaster County Super Fair.
35,312 Youth Engaged in 4-H Programs
including clubs, school enrichment, afterschools/out-of-schools and camps
4-H, America's largest youth development program, empowers young people with the skills
to lead for a lifetime. Youth develop confidence, independence, resilience and compassion.
Nebraska Extension 4-H emphasizes: science, citizenship, leadership, agricultural literacy,
career development, college readiness and healthy lifestyles.
Adult mentors provide guidance and encouragement.
4-H clubs —With 70 clubs ranging from 5 to 92 youth members,
clubs are an important part of the Lancaster County 4-H program.
4-H clubs are led by adult volunteers, hold regular meetings,
elect youth officers, recite the 4-H pledge, learn together and do
community-service projects. Many club members participate in
contests and fair events. Pictured is a Clover Kids 4-H Club meeting
in which youth learned computer coding concepts by resequencing
the chicken dance.
4-H at Lancaster County Super Fair-At the 2019
Super Fair, over 780 4-H/FFA exhibitors showcased over 5,000
exhibits (including static exhibits, animals, contest entries
and Clover Kids exhibits). The Super Fair provides 4-H youth
an opportunity to showcase the projects they've worked
on throughout the year. Pictured is sheep showmanship. In
showmanship classes, exhibitors are judged on their ability to
present their animal and enhance its best characteristics.
4-H school enrichment programs — Lancaster County 4-H
presents several programs in local schools, including:
Garbology (Kindergarten), Embryology (3rd grade), Ag Literacy
Festival (~4th grade). Earth Wellness Festival (5th grade) and
Nutrition Kits (K-5th grades). These programs meet Lincoln
Public Schools, Nebraska or national education standards.
Pictured is Extension Educator Alyssa Havlovic leading a healthy
snack activity at a Rousseau 1st grade classroom as part of
the nutrition kit program. In the 2018-19 school year, nutrition
education was provided to 41 schools, 800 classrooms and
16,700 students.
Afterschool programs — 4-H delivered 54 afterschool/out-
of-school time programs focusing on hands-on STEM programs
such as Trash to Treasure, coding and electronic circuits. In 2019,
Lancaster County 4-H updated Trash to Treasure afterschool
learning opportunities in partnership with the City of Lincoln
Solid Waste Management Division. This program teaches youth
the positive impact they can make on the environment through
reducing, reusing and recycling. Pictured is Extension Educator
Tracy Anderson (upper right) and 4-H intern Shemsa Ndahiro
(upper left) teaching youth at The Salvation Army about electricity
using circuit boards and laptops.
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January 1, 2019 through December 31,2019
UNL EXTENSION IN LANCASTER COUNTY
Staff & Their Primary Responsibilities





























































4-H Static & New Clubs
Clover College and
























































UNL EXTENSION IN LANCASTER COUNTY
as of October 2019 T,
Nutrition Education Program Staff
Nebraska Extension's statewide Nutrition Education Program (NEP) is part of the
federal Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program - Education (SNAP-Ed)






































2019 Nebraska Extension in Lancaster County Staff
Staff Responsibilities Period of Service
Extension Educators:
Tracy Anderson Extension Educator - 4-H - 100% FTE August 1997 - Present
Sarah Browning Extension Educator - Horticulture - 100% FTE November 2010 - Present
Kayla Colgrove Extension Educator - Food, Nutrition & Health - 100% FTE April 2018 - Present
Jaci Foged Extension Educator - Learning Child - 100% FTE March 2016 - Present
Jody Green Extension Educator - Urban Entomology - 100% FTE March 2016 - August 20 19
Alyssa Havlovic Extension Educator - Food, Nutrition & Health August 2016 - Present
Growing Healthy Kids - 100% FTE
Tyler Williams Extension Educator - Cropping & Water Systems - 100% FTE January 2015 - Present
Karen Wobig Extension Educator - Unit Leader - 100% FTE September 1999 - Present
Extension Assistants/Associates/Coordinators:
Soni Cochran Extension Associate, Pest & Website September 1993 - Present
Management/Disaster Preparedness - 100% FTE
Calvin DeVries Extension Assistant, 4-H - 100% FTE March 2019 - Present
Mary Jane Frogge Extension Associate, Horticulture - 100% FTE February 1990 - Present
Kristin Geisert Extension Associate, 4-H - 100% FTE August 2016 - Present
Morgan Hartman Extension Assistant, 4-H - 100% FTE March 2019 - Present
Vicki Jedlicka Publication & Resource Assistant - 100% FTE August 2001 - Present
Kate Pulec Extension Assistant, 4-H - 100% FTE January 2017 - Present
Becky Schuerman Extension Associate - Domestic Water/Wastewater - 100% April 2019 - Present
Jim Wies Extension Assistant, Computers & Febmary 1997 - Present










Clerk Typist II, Food/Leaming Child,
General Office - 100% FTE
Clerk Typist II/Receptionist,
Horticulture/Urban Agriculture - 100% FTE
Office Administration- 100% FTE
Clerk Typist II, 4-H - 100% FTE
Repair & Cleaning - 100% FTE
Clerk Typist II, Agriculture/Pest
Management/Water - 100% FTE
Period of Service
March 2018-Present
January 1999 - Present
November 2012 - Present
March 2018-Present
June 2008 - Present





4-H Support - Horse, Rabbits, Cats
Household Pets
4-H Support - Livestock, Dog, Poultry





Nutrition Education Program (NEP)
Includes the Expanded Food & Nutrition Education Program (EFNEP)





Extension Educator - 100% FTE
EFNEP Supervisor
Extension Associate - 100% FTE














Extension Assistant - 100% FTE
Extension Assistant - 100% FTE
Extension Assistant - 60% FTE
100%FTE
Extension Assistant - 100% FTE
Extension Assistant - 100% FTE
Extension Associate - 100% FTE
Extension Assistant - 40% FTE
September 2018 - June 2019




September 2015 - Present
October 2008 - Present
September 2017 - September 2019
Support Staff:
Konnie Robertson Office Assistant - 50% FTE December 2011- Present
2019 Extension Impact Summary
Tracy Anderson, Extension Educator - 4-H Youth Development
1. As the 4-H Youth Development Urban Program Coordinator in Lancaster County, I administer
the day to day programming of a large 4-H youth development program. I have responsibility
for providing leadership to a 4-H team consisting of four extension assistants. This summer I
also directly led 4 interns and had overall leadership for 3 additional interns. I promoted
teamwork within the Lancaster County youth development team, engaged and increased
partnerships, shared impact with stakeholders and secured monetary support. I offered
professional development opportunities, and led monthly 4-H meetings. I guided programs,
needs assessments, and evaluations. I helped secure programming supplies and guided overall
protocol for grievance procedure and policy. I ensured financial and youth safety compliance.
2. Provided leadership for the Lancaster County 4-H program reaching 35,312 youth (23,049
unduplicated), reaching 44% of youth in Lancaster County. 26,856 youth participated in school
enrichment programs. Nearly 1,200 youth were enrolled in one of over 70 4-H clubs and 200
participated as independent members. In addition, over 2,800 volunteers participated in
Lancaster 4-H youth development programs volunteering 28,433 hours of service worth
$682,676* to our community. Lancaster County 4-H'ers reported 1,765 hours of community
service worth an additional $42,378* to our community. *Based on Independent Sector's
estimate of Nebraska's value of a volunteer hour in 2018 as $24.01.
3. Provided overall leadership for 4-H at the 2019 Lancaster County Super Fair. Over 800 4-
H/FFA exhibitors entered over 5,000 exhibits. The Super Fair provides 4-H youth an opportunity
to showcase the projects and demonstrate what they've worked on and learned throughout
the year.
4. Served on the statewide Issue Team, Engaging Underserved Youth. My programming in this
area resulted in reaching 3,072 Lancaster County youth and recruiting and/or hiring 5 interns or
volunteers leading to collaborations with several community centers.
5. Served as co-private investigator securing $29,511 from the City of Lincoln for Solid Waste
Education.
6. Through a collaborative effort with the City of Lincoln and Lincoln Public Schools, assisted in
writing and submission of a $100,000 EPA grant to design and disseminate both a formal and
informal curriculum for Kindergarten through 12th grade.
2019 Extension Impact Summary
Sarah Browning, Extension Educator - Horticulture (Community Environment)
In 2019,1 had two main goals.
Goal #1 - Increase fruit & vegetable grower's knowledge of food safety issues, and
improve their production and handling practices.
Main Accomplishments
* 3-year grant, totaling $9,000.00. "Continued Implementation of Food Safety
Modernization Act (FSMA) in the North Central Region".
* Great Plains Growers Conference (GPGC) knowledge gain - 94% of participants
adopted new farm practices, or continued using practices reinforced by information from
the conference. (n= 92)
* GPGC knowledge gain value - $1,000.00 median value based on farm cost savings or
increased profitability. Values ranged from $200.00 to $100,000.00. (n=56)
Goal#2 - Teach clientele to create sustainable landscapes and adopt land management
practices that protect human health and natural resources, particularly ground and surface
water, from fertilizers, pesticides and other sources of pollution.
* Economic value of Lancaster County website horticulture information -
$2,053,190.00. Economic impact if each reader (205,319) saved $10.00 once per
year. (Lancaster website 193,717 horticidture and 11,602 ag & acreage pages)
* Economic value ofNebLine horticulture information - $110,000.00. Economic
impact if each reader (11,000) saved $10.00 once per year.
*LincoIn Journal Star (LFS) readership - 83,674 weekly readership.
*LJS Economic value - $166,930.00, if 16,693 readers saves $10.00 once per
year. (83,674weekly Journal Star Sunday circulation, 57% print only readers, 3 5% print
only readers review the home & garden section according Nielson Scarborough 2010,
2014. Equals 16,693 readers of home & garden information per week. Source
http://mtersectmediasolutions.com/sites/ciefaitlt/files/docs/iVhoReadsNe-wspapers.pdf).
* ProHort Update - 96% of participants planted to change a tree management practice,
from post program survey.
*Extension Master Gardener program growth - 127% from 2010 to 2019.
* Extension Master Garder economic value - $61,344.
(Based on 2,556 volunteer hours completed at $24.00 per hour, according to Independent
Sector 2019 volunteer valuation.)
2019 Extension Impact Summary
Soni Cochran, Extension Associate - Disaster Preparedness
This past year has been a snapshot of Nebraska Extension's capacity to respond to real world
challenges. Early 2019,1 was involved in local web site management and providing leadership
on wildlife concerns. The January kickoffofthe Rural Stress and Family Wellness Work Group
had engaged me in rural stress programming. I was preparing for master gardener presentations
and youth programs. This was 25th anniversary year of earth wellness festival and we were
addressing critical leadership challenges.
On March 13-14, a bomb cyclone struck Nebraska. The blizzard and subsequent flooding took
immediate precedence as the disaster impacted Nebraskans from border to border. Our extension
colleagues were trying to respond to the immediate needs of their local communities while caring
for their families and properties.
Due to my background in disaster preparedness and response, I teamed with Ashley Mueller,
Extension Educator, Disaster Education Coordinator to provide added capacity so she could
focus on a statewide response. As a result, the Nebraska Extension Disaster Response and
Recovery Team was formed. Communications and resources were managed through an Incident
Command System structure.
Continued flood events and the irrigation canal break in the panhandle, created ongoing
challenges for the state and our colleagues. We supported county-based faculty staff and liaised
with statewide partners. We took questions from colleagues, and stakeholders and connected
them to individuals and organizations with appropriate resources. We communicated with our
external partners and maintained our pre-disaster obligations. We responded to requests from the
media, external partners, and leadership to develop reports and share Nebraska Extension's
disaster response efforts. We also checked in on our colleagues, offered resources, and provided
support during difficult times.
We continue to address disaster response and long-term recovery. We are addressing capacity in
preparation for the next disaster event. Readiness and resilience are key to successfully
navigating a new normal.
Work in the area of rural and farm health and mental health has also expanded and the 2019
disaster exacerbated need for resources to address mral stress. Our core Wellness in Tough
Times team received $115,000 grant funds for the pilot project focused on rural communities
impacted by the disaster 2019-2020.
2019 Extension Impact Summary
Kayla Colgrove, Extension Educator - Food, Nutrition and Health
I focused on managing four National 4-H Council grants, coordinating Extension's statewide
food website, delivering nutrition education programs for youth, and helping with flood response
efforts in 2019.
As the Principal Investigator for two completed and two current National 4-H Council grants, I
helped strengthen nutrition education impact across 34 counties. I secured $172,500 in grant
funds, coordinated grant delivery, maintained budget, leveraged partnerships, and wrote reports.
Through these four statewide grants, Extension staff delivered 145 programs. They reached more
than 4,400 youth in grades K-12, utilized 90 teens as teachers, impacted 5,123 family members,
and created 134 partnerships. Each of these programs offered at least six hours of nutrition,
physical activity, or food preparation lessons using research-based curricula. Healthy Habits
(HH) programming showed more positive, significant outcomes for youth (88%) compared to
non-HH programming (65%).
Being the food website coordinator, I guided the food website team, created new content, and
updated existing content. I spearheaded the food website update project by securing funding and
collaborating with IANR Media for the new design. So far, we have redesigned 10 main pages,
created templates to add and organize new content, and launched the FNH Employee Resources
section to facilitate internal communication. These updates were released in October. The
website had over 1.5 million users and over 2.4 million page views last year.
For delivering nutrition education programs, I co-taught a 6-hour Healthy Habits program at
Malcolm Public Schools to 46 fourth grade students. At the end of the program, survey results
indicated 96% of youth learned about healthy food choices and 83% of youth gave their family
healthy meal or snack ideas. I taught 33 lessons at 4 LPS Elementary Schools that reached 678
K-2nd grade students as part of the Growing Healthy Kids program.
I helped with flood response efforts by volunteering at a MARC, creating social media posts, and
collaborating with colleagues to develop two PSAs and two handouts. I designed a social media
message about the safety ofhome-canned food items after receiving a phone call. As a result, it
was the top post for UNL Food & Fitness Facebook page in 2019 (147 shares, 12,240 people
reached, and 1,143 engagements).
2019 Extension Impact Summary
Jaci Foged, Extension Educator - The Learning Child
In 2019,1 delivered or coordinated 254 in-service hours to 1,394 childcare providers. Across
82 workshops, approximately 98% of participants completing evaluations (N=147)
indicated the information learned was useful and approximately 98% agreed or strongly
agreed they were respected as adult learners, and that I generated a desire for them to
learn. I held programs in the following counties in Nebraska: Lancaster, Seward,
Douglas, Dodge, Hall, York, and Otoe.
The goal of my work is to provide and increase high quality resources and education for early
childhood professionals and families and improve learning experiences for children. I
focused my efforts in three main areas: 1) Supporting the emotional well-being of early
childhood caregivers and young children. 2) Delivering health promoting strategies and
education to enhance nutrition and physical activity in early care and education settings.
3) Enhancing early care and education settings with innovative, impactful and research
based practices.
With specialist, Dr. Hatton-Bowers I led efforts to expand Cultivating Healthy Intentional
Mindful Educators (CHIME). Most Learning Child (TLC) Educators trained have
(collectively) delivered 14 CHIME programs, with four more programs currently
scheduled. I traveled to Auckland New Zealand to present CHIME at the International
Conference ofMindfulness. TLC has been invited to collaborate with the National Head
Start Association, which serves more than 1 million children, 200,000 staff and 1,600
Head Start grantees in the United States. We held our first Guiding Teacher Training and
had participants from Minnesota, Utah and Oregon. Utah has already requested materials
so that they can deliver their first CHIME class in 2019.
In 2019,1 delivered, revised and reviewed programming which aims to increase the nutrition
and physical activity in early childhood. I peer reviewed changes to lessons in a Nebraska
program, wrote lessons and children's songs for a new curriculum created with our
partners at Texas A&M, and revised and piloted new training materials for another.
TLC developed Read for Resilience in response to the historic weather events. We have
received $4,000 in donations thus far and have been able to provide 254 books to families
at no cost. A participant wrote, "This was a fantastic opportunity to get books on relevant
topics and get teaching guides to go along with them. That saves educators time that
could otherwise be spent with the children."
2019 Extension Impact Summary
Emily Gratopp, Extension Educator - Nutrition Education Program (EFNEP)
I am in my third year of coordinating the Expanded Food and Nutrition Education Program
(EFNEP) program in Nebraska and directly supervising the program in Lancaster. In 2019,1
specifically focused on creating resources the EFNEP assistants can use to incorporate physical
activity (PA) into their nutrition classes. I created several handouts, presentations, GIFs and
social media posts to engage adult and youth participants in PA. The hope is to improve the
health ofNebraskans by increasing PA in the daily lives of participants, by engaging them in fun
PA in class and helping them set PA goals for themselves and their families. These resources
were finalized in the last two quarters of the year. 2020 will be focused on helping EFNEP
assistants utilize the resources and increase the percentages of adult and youth participants who
show improved behavior changes in the area of PA.
I continued my roles on two National EFNEP committees: the technology committee and the
youth evaluation committee. In 2018, on the evaluation committee, I helped re-create and
implement the new 3rd-5th grade youth evaluation tool. In 2019,1 facilitated the committee
meetings as we began the process of re-creating the 6th-8th and 9th-12th youth evaluation tools
that all national EFNEP implementing agencies use. I organized a nationwide EFNEP assistant
survey of the current assessments and currently am facilitating a literature and toolkit review of
food resource management evaluation questions.
I delved into Healthy Food Access from multiple avenues at the county level, including
installing, growing and donating our first season's crop of a Growing Together Nebraska garden,
completing our second year organizing learning gardens at two Head Starts,conducting
assessments of healthy food practices at 22 food pantries and food distribution centers, assisting
one pantry with health improvements and serving on the planning committee and as a facilitator
for the Nebraska Extension Regional Foods Summit.
I furthered the awareness of Nebraska Extension and EFNEP in Lancaster County by increasing
my involvement on three community health improvement committees and I utilized my impact
collaborative facilitator training to host innovation and collaboration sessions for the Lancaster
community to foster innovative ideas and create collaborative relationships among multifaceted
community agencies. I hosted community partners to celebrate EFNEP's 50th anniversary and
thank them for their partnership with EFNEP.
2019 Extension Impact Summary
AIyssa Havlovic, Extension Educator - Growing Healthy Kids
Each year my goal is to maintain Lincoln Public Schools participation in the school enrichment
kit nutrition program in grades K-5. In 2019,1 maintained 100% participation rate in qualifying
K-2 classrooms, educating 4,995 students on healthier eating and physical activity knowledge
and behaviors. I provided the materials needed for the curriculum with the Cooper Foundation of
Lincoln grant funds to support 185 classrooms in grades 3-5, reaching an additional 3,900
students in upper elementary grades in the 2018-19 school year. This year, I delivered direct
education to 201 classrooms where students learned about proper hand washing practices,
healthy snacking and food preparation, and/or physical activity.
Students in grades K-2 showed significant improvements in nutrition knowledge and retention
after completing the program. Kindergarten students increased nutrition knowledge scores by
33%. 96% of students in 1st grade correctly identified foods in the fmit and vegetable groups in
the post-tests; and 2nd grade stidents increased post-test scores by 16% correctly identifying all
the food groups in MyPlate. Teachers reported 99% of students were more aware of nutrition,
76% of students were making healthier meal and/or snack choices, 85% improved hand washing,
and 65% increased their physical activity following participation in the program. 100% of
teachers surveyed reported interest in using the curriculum again in the following school year.
In 2019,1 collaborated with the NEP team in Lancaster County and the state office to offer
training for LPS teachers. We taught a total of 7 sessions reaching 83 teachers in grades K-5.
Teachers learned about the Extension organization, about the health objectives our curriculum
meets for their health standards, details on our in-classroom food preparation and physical
activity lessons, and food access resources available to their students and their families. 94% of
teachers found the training to be very useful and planned to use the information in their nutrition
programming efforts.
2019 Extension Impact Summary
Kristen Houska, Extension Educator - Nutrition Education Program (SNAP-ED)
2019 was a year of great successes and many challenges. I get to supervise an amazing team
of individuals. Together our impact has been greater than previous years due to our
adoption of Policy, System, and Environmental (PSE) work as one of our core strategies.
Our numbers are close to 15,000 people/contacts reached through our efforts with PSE
approaches. In 2018, we set a goal to focus on poverty simulations and Choose Healthy
Here (CHH). I secured four poverty simulations for our group to present. We are looking
forward to 2020 because we already have three scheduled. Our NEP group grew CHH
from five stores to nine stores including four cultural markets with an additional cultural
market wanting to begin in summer of 2020.
One of my biggest successes in 2019 was partnership creation and collaboration with
community agencies and nonprofits in Lincoln. Our program was invited to partner with
the summer feeding program and Lincoln Fresh food truck. With my coordination and
supervision this partnership has provided nutrition education around healthy food access
for close to 13,000 Lincoln residents. Our partnership with the summer feeding program
was challenging but I remain on good terms with all entities involved and we are looking
forward to summer 2020.
I was referred by Jean Ann Fischer to the Mental Health Association (MHA) of
Nebraska. They have a home that is a first in the nation model of a partnership with MHA
and parole for people with mental health needs just getting out of the prison system, on
parole or on probation. After discussing opportunities with their director we are providing
nutrition education at their facility 4-5 times a year and offering incentives items such as
crackpots, pots and pans and cooking utensils through a grant partnership with
Partnership for a Healthy Lincoln.
I am looking forward to 2020 because of new partnerships. I will be contracted with The
Gathering Place to provide healthy coaching of their menus and procurement in the first
few months of 2020. We are planning to expand our Double Up Food Bucks incentive
program to one of our Choose Healthy Here cultural stores and apply for a pilot grant for
incentive match dollars. I also am excited for our Lincoln/Lancaster County food policy
council to be back up and running. We are hoping to become a 501(3 )c and coordinate on
urban ag and health promotion projects.
2019 Extension Impact Summary
Becky Schuerman, Extension Associate - Domestic Water and Wastewater
*Addressed calls and emails about drinking water quality, testing, and wastewater questions -
both flooding impacts and general questions/concem.
* Continuous collaboration with (Nebraska Onsite Waste Water Association (NOWWA) in
planning and facilitating the 10 CEU opportunities in 2019 for onsite professionals across the
state. Got underway in scheduling the 2020 Onsite Wastewater Training Calendar.
*Helped provide flood victims with resources on how to move forward @ the Valley MARC
event and helped at a Flood Assistance event in Columbus. Interviewed for a UNMC article,
'Wells Impacted by the Floods' published in May.
* Worked with Bruce Dvorak and Katie Pekarek on review and revisions of Drinking Water
NebGuides.
* Took part in the "Groundwater Institute for Teachers - Water Topics for Teachers" in Nebraska
City.
* Wrote and submitted a Plan of Work, Annual Progress Report and Quarterly Reports for
Nebraska Department of Environment and Energy (NDEE).
*I attended meetings with the Onsite Wastewater Advisory Committee (OWAC), the Title 122
regulation revision subcommittee, Nebraska Water Well Standards and Contractors' Licensing
Board, Water Website Team, Urban Water Issue Team, Earth Wellness Steering Committee, and
my Extension Learning Circle group.
*I took the initiative to promote free Private Well Water Nitrate Screenings and answer
Domestic Well & Wastewater questions at the Gage and Lancaster County Fairs. Assisted with
Nitrate Screenings and answering questions @ Husker Harvest Days with the Department of
Health and Human Services (DHHS) Water Well Standards Program.
* Wrote a feature article titled "Groundwater Protection, It's Up to Everyone" for the October
edition ofNebline.
* Gave a presentation on "Private Well Treatment Options" at the Nebraska Water Conference,
Norfolk in October.
*Attended the National Onsite Wastewater & Recycling Conference in Loveland, CO.
* Gave a talk on "Domestic Wells & Septic Systems" at the Kregel Windmill Factory Museum,
Nebraska City.
*Presented on "Groundwater Protection" at the "Practical Applications ofFSMA on the Farm: A
Produce Safety Workshop" put on by the Department ofAg in Lincoln.
*Was accepted into the 2020 Nebraska Water Leaders Academy, Cohort 10.
*Accepted invitations to present on Domestic Water at the Ag Day in Central City in January
2020, to do 3 presentations for the Nebraska Well Drillers Association (NWDA) & NOWWA
Annual Conference in Febmary, 2020 and to speak at the NeRWA Conference in March, 2020.
2019 Extension Impact Summary
Tyler Williams, Extension Educator - CroppingAVater Systems
Each year, I aim to increase the use, value, and understanding of climate science in Nebraska
agriculture. Through educational events and invited presentations I was able to teach over 1900
individuals at twenty-four, in-person events in 2019. Of those surveyed, 95% (n=191) increased
their knowledge on how climate impacts their lives.
The multiple disasters in 2019 showed the need and value of this information. In response to
these challenges, I served on the Extension Disaster Team, volunteered at the Valley MARC,
hosted the Nebraska Flood Risk webinar for 225 people, contributed to UNL outreach efforts,
and was appointed to the Governor's Long-Term Recovery Task Force. Going forward, I am
leading the Drones and Disaster Preparedness project and providing climate-planning workshops
for hard hit communities, with the goal of increasing the resiliency ofNebraskans to disasters.
In addition to direct education, I coordinated the Climate Issue Team, as well as multiple events
and learning opportunities. I hosted six online, climate webinars across Nebraska and the United
States. These webinars reached 900 advisors, agency representatives, and Extension
professionals, and 99% reported they are likely to share this information with the more than
20,000 ag producers they influence annually. I coordinated the Nebraska Climate Summit for
175 attendees and 98% (n=65) learned something new or created a new connection. Collectively,
the Climate Issue Team reached nearly 6000 people and partnered with dozens of agencies to
address climate challenges in Nebraska.
I continued to create new content and be the go-to person for climate and ag information in
Extension. I provided interviews and resources to nearly 20 media outlets; wrote 15 Nebraska Ag
Climate Updates to 300 subscribers; contributed to seven CropWatch & BeefWatch articles;
created 627 posts on Twitter generating over 690,000 impressions; created version 3.0 of the
AgriTools mobile app for the 3100 users; and created the Nebraska Climate Divisions Trends
online tool.
I also provided local cropping systems educational opportunities. The six-week, Successful
Farmer Series reached a weekly avg. of 28 producers (78 total unique individuals) influencing an
avg. of 28,000 acres. Attendees valued the full program at $15 per acre, and six months after the
program, 56% had made changes to their operation as a direct result of this program.
2019 Extension Impact Summary
Karen Wobig, Extension Educator - Unit Leader
Contributed to local and statewide capacity by managing the Lancaster facility, leading 35 staff
and interns, directing 10 Extension Board members, engaging with 5 County Commissioners and
9 State Senators.
Financial:
Formed budget committee and presented an approved $1,004,352 county budget to
Commissioners.
Secured $29,511 external funds and $26,000 UNL funds for 4-H who engaged 35,312 youth. 780
fair exhibitors brought over 5,000 exhibits. I assisted with financial transactions and fundraiser
dinner.
Leveraged staff capacity through 2,998 volunteers giving 33,323 hours, worth $800,085.
Oversaw all financial transactions of county budget.
Engagement:
Coordinated meetings of Extension Board and State Senators.
Presented Lancaster County Extension Overview to 3 public entities.
Attended Ag Society, County Management and Board of Commissioner meetings.
Over 10,000 Neblines mailed, 400 delivered to distribution locations with on-line Nebline to 466
subscribers. Web Nebline at 6,334 page views.
Invited new County Commissioners to office for tour and discussion.
Participated in Senator Wishart constituent updates.
Facility:
Completed renovation of 2 ADA compliant public restrooms using $37,598 from previously
established county Extension Building Fund.
Coordinated year-long planning and implementation of new air conditioning systems for office
and conference facilities with dollars from Lancaster County, totaling $179,695.
Managed replacement of staff restroom exhaust fan systems and outdoor storage shed.
Invited and participated in county Facilities Study to determine future space needs.
Leadership:
Served on planning committee and co-chaired poster committee for National Urban Extension
Conference.
Completed Ohio State on-line course "Leadership in the City."
Coordinated meetings of Extension Board, staff, Educators and Team Leaders.
Served on search committee for 4-H Assistant.
Served as interim Cass County Unit Leader.
Served as Acting Metro District Director.
Coordinated monthly "Staff Spotlight."
Mentored staff and other Unit Leaders.
Coordinated annual alumni luncheon, 13 past employees attended.
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GRAND TOTAL INCOME FOR AGENCY I $11,500.00
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Extension's Media Outreach
Nebraska Extension in Lancaster County utilizes multiple delivery methods to impact people
in Lancaster County and beyond. IVIedia outreach includes:
• Nebraska Extension in Lancaster County website at http://lancaster.unl.edu.
• Nebraska Extension in Lancaster County Government website at
https://lancaster.ne.gov/639/County-Extension
• Online social media including Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, Flickr and Pinterest.
• The NEBLINE newsletter, published monthly (except December) and mailed to nearly 11,000
households in Lancaster County. It is online as a print-friendly PDF version at
http://lancaster.unl.edu/nebline and a web- and mobile-friendly e-newsletter version at
http://newsroom.unl.edu/announce/lancasterextension.
• Mlany newspaper, radio and TV media communicate information about Extension events
and/or contact Extensions experts about timely topics.
Contents in This Section
• Web site and social media educational resources.
NEBLINE 2019 front pages.
Example coverage in Lincoln Journal Star and other local newspapers.
4-H 2019 Year in Review Video
Lancaster County 4-H 2019
Year in Review Video (3:45
minutes) is on YouTube at
http:/ '/go. unl. edu/4Hl 9video
IVouTube
Web Site & Social Media Educational Resources
Nebraska Extension in Lancaster County has an extensive web and social media presence. Here
are the resources we utilized in 2019 to "Connect, Learn & Share." A full list is available at
http://lancaster.unl.edu/media. Summary of resources and links:
• Nebraska Extension in Lancaster County Web site - https://lancaster.unl.edu
• Nebraska Extension in Lancaster County Government Web site -
https://lancaster.ne.gov/639/County-Extension
• Facebook:
o Office - https://www.facebook.com/UNLExtensionLancasterCounty/
o 4-H Club Program (Closed Group for members, family & alumni)
o 4-H Embryology & 4-H EGG Cam - https://www.facebook.com/4HEGGCam/
o Nutrition Education Program Lancaster County Extension -
https://www.facebook.com/NEPLancaster/
• YouTube:
o Office - https://www.youtube.com/user/UNLExtensionLanCo
o 4-H & Youth Programs - https://www.youtube.com/user/4HLancasterNE
• Nebline & 4-H E-newsletters:
o Nebline E-newsletter - https://lancaster.unl.edu/nebline
o 4-H E-newsletter - https://newsroom.unl.edu/announce/4h-lancaster
• Twitter:
o Office - https://twitter.comAJNL_LancasterCo
o 4-H & Youth Programs - https://twitter.com/LancasterCo_4H
• Flickr - https://www.flicla-.com/photos/unlextlanco/sets/
• BIogs:
o The Buzz at Cherry Creek - https://buzzatcherrycreekunl.wordpress.com/
o Home Wise! Family Smart! - https://homewisefamilysmart.wordpress.com/
o Nebraska Ag Climate Update - https://lancaster.unl.edu/ag/weather.shtml
• Livestream - https://lancaster.unl.edu/liveevents:
o 4-H EGG Cam - https://lancaster.unl.edu/eggcam
o Cherry Creek Pollinator Habitat - https://go.unl.edu/pollinators
o Successful Farmer Series https://lancaster.unl.edu/ag/successfulfarmerseries
o Lancaster County Super Fair - https://go.unl.edu/4hlivestreamevents
• UNL Media Hub -
http://mediahub.unl.edu/channels/305?orderby=popular_play_count&order=DESC
• Extension TV - http://extensiontv.unl.edu/
Nebraska Extension in Lancaster County Web sites - 2019:
Primary Web site - https://lancaster.unl.edu:
*468,309 Unique Users | *766,076 Page Views
Content Category Page Views:
4-H& Youth-111,405








Nebraska Extension in Lancaster County Home Page -
17,257
Office Resources (Conference Room, Staff Info) - 9,717
Pest-257,040
*.pdf files and EGG Cam views are not included in counts)
Top 5 Locations of Site Users:
1. United States - 66.57%
2. Mexico-3.96%
3. Canada-3.55%






*2019 Top 20 Nebraska Extension in Lancaster County Web Pages
1. Coch-oach Control Manual Spanish Version (p3) - 22,583
2. 366 Community Service Ideas - 18,324
3. Community (communityschools.shtml) - 18,039
4. 4-H Embryology (candling.shtml) - 18,024
5. Parenting: Feeding the 2-3 Month Old Baby - 17,331
6. Nebraska Extension in Lancaster County Home Page - 17,257
7. Choosing a Clay or Plastic Pot - 17,083
8. Pantry Pests (304) - 12,880
9. Coch-oach Control Manual - Spanish Language (p 8) - 12,080
10. Tips for Cleaning Windows - 11,851
11. Easter Lily Care-10,404
12. Cockroach Control Manual Spanish Version (p7) - 10,207
13. Parenting: Being a Role Model For Your Child - 9,906
14. 4-H EGG Cam-9,854
15. Lancaster County 4-H Super Fair - 9,682
16. Blow flies-9,603
17. Head Lice Resources- 8,181
18. Vermicomposting - 8,158
19. Lancaster County 4-H - 7,681
20. Weeds in Asparagus - 6,961
*Google Analytics - Unique Views
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8 videos created by Nebraska Extension in Lancaster are available - 2,050 Plays
Extension TV: http://extensiontv.unl.edu/
Nebraska Extension in Lancaster County videos appear in the top 30 videos on Extension TV
Rank Title ("Views)
4 Removing Head Lice Safely - English Language (568,244 Views)
5 Turkey Hatching (499,73 7 Views)
10 Candling chick Eggs - Day 7 (263,748 Views)
11 How to Make a Bed Bug Trap (261,868 Views)
27 Guinea Fowl Hatching (As Seen on 4-H EGG Cam) (106,919)
Facebook:
4-H EGG Cam/4-H Embryology School Enrichment -
https://www.facebook.com/4HEGGCam | Page Followers = 1,386 Members
4-H Club Program on Facebook - https://www.facebook.com/groups/220534921335797/
Closed Group for local 4-H Staff and 4-H Families/Volunteers - 508 Members
Nebraska Extension in Lancaster County Facebook
https://www.facebook.com/UNLExtensionLancasterCounty | Page Followers = 827
Nutrition Education Program Lancaster County Extension - new in 2019






Flickr: https://www.flicla-.com/photos/unlextlanco/collections/ | 24,680 Photos & 2 Videos
added since joining in 2011. 2,521,258 Views.
YouTube:
Nebraska Extension in Lancaster County: https://www.youtube.com/UNLExtensionLanCo
25.6K Views | 911.9 Hours Watched
Top 5 Videos 2019
1. Removing Head Lice Safely Spanish Language - 4.3K Hours Watched, 151 .3K Views
2. Removing Head Lice Safely English Language - 4.3K Hours Watched, 106.4K Views
3. Bagworm Control - 4.1K Hours Watched, 175K Views
4. Removing Head Lice Safely Arabic Language - 3.1K Hours Watched, 80.2K Views
5. Removing Head Lice Safety Russian Language - 2.2K Hours Watched, 79K Views
Lancaster County 4-H YouTube Channel: https://www.youtube.com/4HLancasterNE
131.8KViews | 6.6K Hours Watched
Top 5 Videos 2019
1. Candling Chick Eggs Day 7 - 1.8K Hours Watched, 29.8K Views
2. Turkey Hatching - 73.9K Hours, 2.3K Views
3. 2018 Lancaster County Super Fair - 4-H & FFA Meat Goat - 1.5K Hours Watched,
10.9K Views
4. Hatching: Chick Starts to Break Out of Egg - 105 Hours Watched, 8.7K Views
5. Guinea Fowl Hatching (As Seen on 4H EGG Cam) - 187.6 Hours Watched, 5.5K Views
The Nebline E-newsletter:
466 email subscribers | 4,481 emails opened
^Statistics only tracks when recipients select "download pictures " or "display images. "
Twitter:
• Lancaster County 4-H: https://twitter.com/LancasterCo_4H | 64K Impressions. Current
Followers: 1,116
• Nebraska Extension in Lancaster County: https://twitter.com/UNL_LancasterCo
6 UK Impressions. Current Followers: 1,748
Blogs:
Buzz at Cherry Creek: https://buzzatchenycreekunl.wordpress.com/ | 1,160 Views
Home Wise! Family Smart: https://homewisefamilysmart.wordpress.com/ | 11,753 Views
Nebraska Ag Climate Update: https://lancaster.unl.edu/ag/weather.shtml
NEBLINE 2019 Front Pages





EFNEP celebrates 50 years
of nutrition education
Emerald ash barer in Lancaster County
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Morel mushrooms shouldn't be harvested if they have been in contact with flood
waters.
Sarah Browning: Know rules for harvesting after flood
For the Lincoln Journal Star Apr 21,2019
Even though this years flooding occurred in March before most garden crops were in the ground, there is still cause for
concern when considering harvesting perennial crops and planning this years garden.
Flood waters many be contaminated by any combination of sewage, river or creek water, farm mn-offor industrial pol-
lutants. Bacteria, parasites, viruses and chemical contaminants in the soil are concerns for this summers vegetable crops
and food safety for your family.
Food safety should be a serious consideration for everyone but is particularly important for those at greatest risk of
food-borne iUnesses, including young children, the elderly, pregnant women and those with compromised immune
systems.
The good news is this years flooding occurred early enough so there are many weeks before most crops will be harvest-
ed. This gives gardeners time to still get some crops in the ground and harvested safely. Below are tips to help you deter-
mine what can be harvested and how to handle it to reduce food safety concerns.
National Organic Program Guidance
NOP outlines requirements for growers using fresh manure as a soil amendment and fertilizer to reduce potential con-
tamination to food crops grown in that soil. It estimates a timeline for microbial die-off, if contamination did occur, to
ensure food safety. Fresh manure is considered a greater contamination risk than flood waters, so similar guidelines are
recommended for gardeners dealing with flooded land.
The first consideration is whether the edible portion of the crop will be in direct contact with the ground, such as leafy
greens or onions. Use the following timeline.
• Edible portion of crop NOT in direct contact with the soil - plan for a minimum of90-days from the end of the flood
before any produce is harvested.
• Edible portion of crop in direct contact with the soil - plan for a minimum of 120-days from the end of the flood
before harvesting any produce
The next consideration is whether the produce will be eaten raw. Crops like potatoes, in which the tubers are in direct
contact with the soil, are almost never eaten raw. Whatever cooking method is used kills off pathogens that might be
present. So, potatoes could still be planted this spring and harvested from flooded ground.
On the other hand, spinach also grows in direct contact with the soil and is frequently eaten raw. For this reason, gar-
deners need to follow the 120-day flood-to-harvest recommendation when planning their planting and harvesting dates.
In this case, a fall spinach crop would be possible.
Harvesting and handling tips
Here are additional tips and guidelines for perennial crops.
1. What about perennial crops, like asparagus, rhubarb,
strawberries and raspberries? Can they be safely harvested
this year? Asparagus and rhubarb - no. Since the crowns of
these plants were touched by flood waters and the edible
plant parts are in direct contact with the soil they should not
be harvested. Let the plants grow as normally this year and
store up energy for a good harvest in 2020.
Strawberry and raspberry fruits should also follow the rec-
ommended waiting period. Any fruits in direct contact with
the soil, which ripen before 120 days after the flood waters
receded, should be picked and discarded. If fruits are not in
direct contact with the soil, they can be harvested and eaten
after the 90-day waiting period has passed. Strawberries shouldn't be eaten if they come into contact with soil
and ripen before 120 days after floodwaters have receded.
2. Can I harvest wild asparagus or morel mushrooms from
areas that were flooded? No, harvesting from these areas is also not recommended. But it's fine to harvest from upland
areas that did not flood.
One final word: There isn't anything gardeners can do to treat the soil and eliminate pathogens. Adding lime or other
soil amendments will not help. Following the recommended waiting period is the best way to ensure the safety of your
food.
For more information on flooding and produce safety, visit Flooded Gardens and Crops from Cornell University, http://
tioga. cce. cornell. edu/your-home/emergency-preparedness/flooded-gardens-crops.
Sarah Browning is an extension educator with Nebraska Extension. To ask a question or reach her, call 402-441-7180 or write to her at sarah.browning@unl.edu
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The city continued its ash tree removal last week, this time at Holmes Golf Course.
How to get ready for
the emerald ash borer




They found the first bug in
August, in a treetop trap they
set northwest of Pioneers Park.
But city and state officials had
been preparing for the emerald
ash barer - and its potential to
exterminate any ash tree in its
path - for more than a decade.
The Asian insect has been eat-
ing its way west across the U.S.
since the early 2000s, when it
was confirmed in North Amer"
ica. And it doesn't travel alone.
"There isn't ever just one"
said Lorri Grueber, the city's
community outreach forester.
"We know that fellow we found
last summer has friends."
Hungry friends. The insects
have already killed tens of mil -
lions of trees in other states — at
an estimated cost of nearly (11
billion, accordingto the U.S. For-
est Service - and \vi\\ be equally
merciless to Lincoln's estimated
65,000 pubUc and private ash
trees.
Here, at the dawn of the at-
tack, Is what you need to know:
If you suspect your
tree is infested
It might not be the emerald
ash barer. It could be a native
borer attacking your tree, or
some other problem, said Sarah
Browning, aneducatot with Uni-
versity of Nebraska Extension.
You can start the diagnosis by
calling the extension office, 402-
441-7180, or the Nebraska Forest
Service, 402-782-1816. They'll
consider the symptoms and, if
they believe it's an emerald ash
barer infestation, will ask the
U.S. Department of Agriculture
for confirmation.
You can save your trees
A dead bree is a deep loss,
Grueber said. "Look at all the
things these trees do for us."
They provide relief from the
sun and heat that can lower your
energy bill and protect your side-.
walk. They help manage storm-
water. They can add up to 20
percent to your property value.
"To just cut it down and plant a








NANCV HICKS AND RIIEV JOHNSON
Lincoln Journal Star
The Lincohi City CouncU re-
cently heard the good news about
the first year of the city's card-
board ban at the landfiU.
The amount of conugated
cardboard at the city landfill has
dropped by 76 percent in the
past year, saving 239,360 trees,
30 million pounds of carbon di-
oxide emissions and 1.5 million
gaUonsofgas.
The amount of cardboard go •
ing to the landfill has dioppedby
about 90 pounds per person, said
Donna Garden, assistant director
of Lincoln Transportation and
Utilities.
In 2017, cardboard made up 9.4
percent of the waste entering the
landfill. Last year it made up just
2.4 percent, Garden said in are-
port to the City Council.
But good n^ws on the recycling
front also means city costs have
risen as more people use the 29
public drop-off sites.
Both the amount of cardboard
dropped off at city sites and the
cost of running those sites has
doubled, according to Garden.
The city expects to pay around
(900,000 a year to Van Busch
Refuse, the company that hauls
away the recyclables left at the
public sites, Garden said.
That would be almost double
the annual cost of the service
before the cardboard ban. "And
it syncs with our projections
that we wouldreceive double the
amount of cardboard at the sites
after the ban" Garden said.
The expense for hauling away
recyclables is partially offset by
the revenue from selling the ma-
terial. That revenue has dropped
though as processing companies
Please see COSTS, page A;
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Golfers at Holmes Golf Course play around downed ash trees on Friday.
Ash borer
From Al
new species may not be your
best option," she said.
If your ash is mature
enough — at least 14 inches
in diameter — and healthy
enough and would other-
wise live a long life, she sug-
gested treating it with ema-
mectinbenzoate, a chemical
that can kill aU stages of the
bug's life, from larvae to
adult.
Butyouhavetobeacom-
nutted caregiver. "It's basi-
cally geriatric care. Once
you start to preserve the
life of that tree, you need to
continue it."
Because the invasion is
in its infancy, pest pressure
is low, she said. Meaning, if
you treat your tree this year,
the chemical should be good
for three years. And the next
treatment should be good
for three years.
The time it right, and you
could get another decade
out of your tree with just a
few injections.
And that might be almost
enough to make it through
the worst of the war. It typ -
ically takes 12 to 15 years
for the ash barer to move
through a community, she
said. It never leaves entirely,
but its population crashes as
the msects move on, search-
ing for a new food supply.
The cost of treatment
varies, depending on the
pest-control company you
hire. For now, expect to pay
$200 to $300 per treatment,
she said. But even treating
a tree several treatments
could still be cheaper than
having it cut down.
If you decide to
remove your tree
If your tree is smaller than




This is the approach the
city is taking with all of
its 10,000 ash trees. It has
a goal of replacing 1,000
trees a year, and has already
removed up to 2,800 trees,
she said.
The cost of tree removal
ranges widely - from hun-
dreds of doUars to thou-
sands - depending on size,
location and logistics.
You should act fast
For two reasons. Again,
because pest pressure is still
low, chemical treatments
applied now will last longer.
And prices for treatment
and tree removal are bound
to rise as demand increases,
Grueber said.
"The businesses know
it's coming, that it's easy
money," she said.
You should watch out
After the infestation, ex-
pect the scam artists. "It
will get ugly. They are al-
ready here. There are some
companies in town, they've
been going door to door,
saying, 'Let me treat your
ash tree.' But they're not
even able to identify an ash
tree."
She's heard of compa-
nies in other states inject-
ing trees with Kool-Aid or
colored water.
"Like roofers in hail-
storms. They come in and
take advantage of people
who didn't do their home -
work."
Homeowners should ask
to see an arborist or pesti-
cide-applicator licenses.
They should ask for refer -
ences. They should get es-
timates.
"Ask a lot of questions,"
she said. "We have time.
This is our first summer. It
does not have to be a knee-
jerk reaction."



















post on the Joint Chiefs of





have come to know Gen. John
Hyten as head of U.S. Strategic
Command and hailed his nomina-
tion earlier this year to the highest
levels of military leadership.
But that nomination is now in
jeopardy amid dlegations that
Hyten sexually harassed and as-
saulted one of his aides while
running StratCom, which is head-
quartered at Offutt Air Force Base
south of Omaha.
The accuser told the Associated
Press that Hyten subjected her to a
series of unwanted sexual advanc-
es by kissing, hugging and rubbing
up against her in 2017. And she
says he tried to derail her military
career after she rebuffed him.
Her allegations come as the Sen-
ate Armed Services Committee
is reviewing Hyten's nqmination
to be the next vice chairman of
the Joint CMefs of Staff, the sec-
ond-highest military position at
the Pentagon.
Sen. Mazie Hirono, D-Hawau,
is one member of the committee
who has made a point of pressing
all nominees about any past mis-
conduct.
"These kinds of allegations
are serious," Hirono told The
See Hyten: Page 2





When I wag in
the eighth grade,





in her Red Cloud
Junior High home
economics class
to make a sweat-
shirt, and we scholars dutifully
picked our patterns and headed
to the sewing machines. I quick-
ly fiubbed up my Chicago Bears
sweatshiit.
So I decided to freelance. I put
my hand in the fabric scrap pUe
and pulled out a red square. I
sewed it to a piece of leftover blue
rectangle. I sewed that to a green
trapezoid, a yellow triangle, a pink
circle.





A green sweat bee gathers pollen on a prairie fire coneflower In mldtown Omaha on Thursday.
Are bugs bugging you? Here s a plan
for batding each of the major pests
EHG/TIIE WOULD.HKnALD
A painted lady butterfly on a coneflower. Reports of the painted lady are up this year.
BY MARJIE DUCEY
WORLD-HEIULD STAFF WRITES
There's no escaping them —
unless you want to stay inside aU
summer, you're going to have to
deal with bugs.
But even that won't guarantee
that you will avoid the pests alto-
gether, urban entomologi^t Jody
Green said.
In just a twb-day period earli-
er this week, Green responded to
more than 40 inqumes from the
public about bugs. She identified
such species as cockroaches, ter-
mites, Japanese beetles, carpenter
ants, bedbugs, mosquitoes, crick-
ets, stink bugs, drain flies, wasps
and butterflies. Even, from a pho-
to, an animaFs insect-filled vomit
in a homeowner's driveway. In it
were about 25 cicada nymphs the
animal had dug up from the soil.
This summer, Green said, the
numbers of ticks, painted lady
See Bugs; Page 4
1-
Bugs: There is no silver bullet or pesticide that will kill aU? pests, expert says
Jody Green
'.Continued from Page 1
: butterflies and mosquitoes
are up, but other than that,
; the bug population is about
normal.
.Most reports about bug
.problems are anecdotal, she
;SEtid. Some people simply











location, time of day and,
[sometimes, just bad luck. A
.picnic spot might look really
'inviting until you discover
'.that it's also a spot where
microscopic chiggers are
thriving.
Green, an educator with
ithe Lancaster County Ex-
'tension Service, has worked
'with the public and re-
isponded to calls, emails and
itweets for more than three
[years. That's four summers
,'of.bugs.
Summer is when the num-
!ber of questions explodes
Ibecause of temperatures,
'environmental conditions,
linsect life cycles, levels of
jdrought and available food
jresources.
"I imagine entomologists
,get the same calls each year
; for their region of people
!wanting to stop the bugs,"
iGreen said. "It's all about
[protecting yourself. There
,isino silver bullet or pes-
itioide that will kill aU'the
ithings you don't like bug-
Iging you."
] ,If you are outside, wear
[inject repellents to prevent
|bites from mosquitoes, bit-
ling flies and chiggers. Green
|said humans have to leam
!how to live with insects be-
icause it's the trade-off for
.being outside.
("Insects play a very im-
ipoytant role in the ecosys-
item. so we don't want to kill
jeverything," she said.
fbe happy insect news
jth^s year is about those
ipa'inted ladies being report-
jed in high numbers. Mon-
'archs also are in flight.
CHBIS MACIIIAN/THE WORLD.HEnALD
A painted lady butterfly. The population of painted ladies, ticks and mosquitoes Increased this year.
your favorite plants every
night at 7p.m., then drop
them in soapy water.
» Mosquitoes
Although numbers are
high in some areas of the
state. Green said there is no
need to panic because the
most abundant species are
not carrying diseases; they
are more of an annoyance,
Green's best advice for
mosquitoes? Dump stand-
ing water on your property.
West NUe virus becomes a
concern in late summer, so
get into the habit of wearing
EPA-approved repellents
(DEET, picaridin, IR3535
and oil of lemon eucalyptus)
when outdoors, especially
from dusk until dawn.
» Gnats
There's not much you
can do to stop them besides
dressing appropriately.
Wearing long-sleeved pants
and shirts wiU keep them off
your skin. If they are biting
midges or no-see-ums, re-
pellents should help.
» CMggers
Green said these are the
worst. The microscopic, im-
mature mites are not blood
feeders but feed on liquefied
skin tissue. They locate an
area on the skin that is espe-
cially tender and warm, usu-
ally where clothing is tight
JIM KALISCH/UNL DEPARTMENT OF ENTOMOLOCY
The number of mosquitoes Is up this year and Is especially high
In some parts of the state. But Jody Green of the Lancaster
County Extension Service said the most populous species aren't
carrying diseases. They are just a nuisance.
"I hate the chiggers but
love the butterflies," Green
said.
Here's how you can man-
age some of the less desir-
able insects and arthropods:
» Japanese beetles
Numbers and complaints
are down from 2017, when
the invasive species hit the
area like a tidal wave. But
they can still be a problem.
Don't use the traps unless
you want to draw beetles
from within a 5-mile radius.
"If you walk outside with
one of these open phero-
mone traps, beetles start
hitting you in the head,
it's so attractive to them,"
Green said.
Organic sprays such as
neem oU may provide short-
term protection for your
plants,.but they will need to
be applied more than once.
And treating the turf for
grubs will not stop adult
beetles from flying in from
elsewhere.
Green's best advice?
Hand-pick the beetles off
— think around the sock
line. If you are not wearing
socks, they will keep climb-
ing until they find the per-
feet environment.
Green said people should
shower immediately after
returning inside and wear
pants, tucking the pants into




while taking a shower im-
mediately upon returning
inside will help prevent
illness transmitted by
ticks. Ticks like warm ar-
eas where the skin is thin,
such as behind the ears and
knees, armpits and scalp. If
you feel a small, hard lump,
have someone check it out
if ifs hard for you to see.
Make sure that you're treat-
ing your pets, too, because
they're much more likely
than you to pick up a. tick
while running through the
grass.
If you do find a tick, re-
move it promptly with
pointy tweezers and keep it
in a baggie in your freezer
in case there are complica-
tions from a bite.
Green recommends that
people wear repellents
and conduct frequent tick
checks of yourself, your
children and your pets.
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Pulling a familiar everyday object out from under the
desk and dining table, this exhibition of chairs surprises
us with the imaginative style and creativity found In this
seemingly humble piece of furniture. Ticketed exhibition.
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EXTRA
Top 4-H and FFA awards at
Lancaster County Super Fair
SUBMn-TED BY VKKI JEOUCKA,
NEBRASKA EXTENSION IN LANCASTER
COUMTV
Over 780 4-H/FFA edibitora
showcased over 5,000 exhibits
(static exhibits, Clover Kids, an-
imals and contest entries) Aug.
1-10 at the 2019 Lancaster County
Super Fair at the Lancaster Event
Center. Following are the top 4-H/
FFA awards earned by Lancaster
County youth. Complete ribbon




N|l50 stepping Stone: Ella Hendricksen,
Lincoln; guilt ch; Madelyn Kreifels, Uncoln.
SCIENCE, ENGINEERING*
TECHNOLOGV
Dockets: Micah Pracheil, Uncoln; wood.
working: John Sump, Lincoln; Safety: Ella
Hendricksen, Lincoln.
FOOD8NUTBITION
Veast: Regina Jordan, Lincoln; Food Pres-
ervation: Clara Johnson, Watton; Cake or
Pie; Sydney Doctor, Firth; Cookie: Tucker
Lanik, Lincoln.
HUMAN DEVEIOPMEHT
Human Development: Clare Bauman,
Uncofn.
HOME ENVIRONMENT
Home Environment: Meredith Marsh,
Lincoln: Home Environment: Gabnel Liv-
ingston, LifKoln.
HERITAGE
Heritage: Clare Bauman, Lincoln.
PHOTOGRAPHY
Unit Z: Anna Sump, Ur>cofn; Unit 3: Madi-
son Sobotte, Lincoln; Theme Print: Elia Hen-
drkksen, Lincoln.
CIOTHING
STEAM I Clothing: Emily Bauman, Lin-
coin; STEAM 1 Pillow: Reagan Tonkin, L!n-
coin; STEAM 2 Clothing; Kylte Hansen, Lln-
coin; STEAM 3Clotlilng: Mogai Pillanl. firth:
Accessory: Vanessa Peterson, IJncofn; Fiber
Arts-Crocheting; Clare Bauman, Lincoln;
Shopping In Style: ElleseSdminck, Linmln.
HORTICULTURE
Vegetable: Parter Hansen, Uncoln; An-
nual Flower; Lexi Isaacs, Lincofn; Perennla]
Flower: Morgan Plllard, Firth; Rose: Jared




Conservation and Wildlife: Olivia Epp,
Lincoln; Forestry: Catherine Polk, Lincoln.
HEaBissasninreaB
BICYCLE SAFETY
Sr Ch: Cecilia Yallaly, Lincoln; Sr Res Ch;
Efiese Schwinck, Lincoln; Jr Ch: Cora Vander
Woude. Lincoln; Jr Res Ch; Anastasia Yal-
laly, Lincoln,
IIFE CHALLENGE
Sr Ch: Madelyn Kreifels, Lincoln, Jr Ch;
Abby Kruse. Lincoln; Jr Res Ch: Emily Bau-
man, Lincoln.
PBESENTATIONS
Premier Presenter: Addison Wanser,
Lincoln; Sr Ch: Addison Wanser, Lincoln;
int Ch: Kylie Hansen, Lincoln; Int Res Ch:
Abby Kruse, Lincoln; Jr Ch; Parker Han-
sen, Lincoln; Jr Res Ch: Cateb Jordan, Lin-
coin; Special Topic: Abby Kruse, Lincoln;
Film rest (Digital Video); Micati Prachell,
Lincoln.
FASHION SHOW
Fashion Show Ch: Kali Bumham, Lincoln;
Fashion Show: Molgan Pillaid, Firth; Fash-
ion Shew: Clare Sauman, Lincoln; Fashion
Show: Clara Johnson, Wadon; Shopping
In Style; Ella Hendricksen, Lincoln; Make
One/Buy One Level 2/3: Clara Johnson.
Walton; Clothing Level 1 (Complete Out-
HI): Josle Johnson, Walton; Upcyded car-
ment: Vanessa Peterson, Lincoln; Apron:
Kali Burnham, Lincoln; Garment(s) Made
At the 4-H Swine Show, Izek Lockee (left) showed the Grand Champion Market Swine, a Hampshire. Michael
lockee (right) earned Showmanship Junior Champion. Also pictured is show Judge Wade Hilker.
BUCKET CALF
Bucket Calf Ir Res Ch: Kyler Plugge,
Lincoln.
SHEEP
Showmanship Sr Res ch: Sarah Oilley,
Lincoln; Showmanship Int Ch: Michael
lockee, WaUon; showmansfilp Int Res Ch
Ctara tohnson, Watton; Showmanship JrCh;
fzek Lockee, Walton; Showmanshjp Jr Res
Ch; Josie Johnson, Walton; Lancaster Born
and Raised Market lamb Bes Oc Calterine
Hytrek, Cortland; Breeding Ewe Supreme
Ch: Michael Lockee, Walton.
SWINE
Showmanshlp sr Ch; Brell Heinrich.
Hickman; Showmanship fnt Ch: Blie Volk.
Lincotn; Showmanship Jr Ch: Michael
Lockee, Wallon; Market Swine Grand Ch:
Kek Lockee, Walton; Market Swine Res
Grand Oi: SophaFahteon. Unmln; Breed.
ing Gilt Res Ch: Olivia Kemgan, Lincoln;
Pen of Three Res Ch: Cody Bniss, Lincoln,
DAIRY GOAT
Showmanship Jr Ch: Kyler Plugge,
Uncoln.
MEAT GOAT
Showmanshlp Sr ch: Sarah Diliev, Lin-
coin; Showmanship Sr Res Ch: Andrew Dll-
ley, Lincoln; Showmanshlp Jr Ch: Dakota
MofTow, Martell; Showmanship Jr Res Ch:
toseph Wurt;. Uncoln: Market Goat Overall
Res Grand Ch: Sarah Diltey, Lincoln; Breed-
ing Goat Overall Res Ch: Sarah Dilley, tin-
coin; Lancaster Born & Raised Ch: Clara
Johnson.Walton.
IIAMA/AIPACA
Showmanshlp Int Ch; Jayden Hamel,
Lincoln; showmanship Jr Ch: Laynee Price,
Lirtcoln.
RABBIT
Ali-Around Showman Award Ch: Andrew
Frain, Lincoln; AII-Around Showman Award
Res Ch: Zoey Jamison, Lincoln; Showman-
shipIntCfc Rhlanna Metcalf. Uncoln; show-
manship lr Ch: Connor Vogel, Martell; Best
6 Class Ch: Andrew Fraln, Lincoln; Best 6
Class Bes Ch: Corner wgel, Martell; Best 4
Class Ch: Emma Thomson, Palmyra; Best 4
Class Res Ch: Andrew Frain. Lincoln; Judg-
Ing Contest IntCh: nhiannaMelcalf. U'ncoln;
Judging Contest Jrch;Conn«?gel,Martell;
Breed Identificatun Cofltest )nt Ch: Rhianna
Tucker Lanik earned 4-H Top Cookie with his surprise cookies made with
peanut butter inside.
for Others: Clara Johnson, Walton; At-
tention shoppers: Josie Johnson, Walton.
PLANT SCIENCE
Tree Identification: Catherine Polk,
Lirtcoln.
TABIE SETTING
Picnic Sr: Emma Timmer, Lincoln; Picnic
Int: Lhsey Sheldon, Uncoln: Picnic Jr;Lucia
Lawson, Uncoln; Casual Sr: HonoriaClarke,
Lincotn; Casual tnt: Kaylie Waite, Lincoln; Ca'
sual Ir. Noah vander Woude, Lincoln: For.
mat ST: Ella Hendricksen, Lincoln; Formal
int: Caet Morris, lifKoIn; Formal Jr: Morgan
6abe1, Lincoln; Birthday Sr: Kali fiumtiam,
Lincoln; Birthday Int: McKenna Mom's, Un.
coin; Birthday Ir; Bailey Petersen, Uncoln.
ELITE SHOWMANSHIP
2nd place: Brett Heinrich, Hlckman: 3rd
Place: Sarah Diltey, Lincoln; 4th Place: 01-
ivia Kerrigan, Lincoln; 5th Place: Tayden
Bell, Lincoln.
LIVESTOCK JUDGING
Lrvestock Judging Int Ch: Tatum Terwil-
liger, Lincoln; Livestock Judging )r ch: Blake
Mueller, Lincoln.
—T^mr'iii i ni I|;H|
BEEF
Showmanship Supreme ch; Brett Hem-
rich. Hickman; Showmanship Sr Ch: Brett
Heinrkh,Hkkman;ShcwmanshipJrCh:Em-
berlin Johnson, Palmyra; Sreeding Heifer
Supreme Ch: Kaden Gana, Martell; Sreed-
Ing Heifer Supreme Res Ch: Brett Heinrich,
Hickman; Feeder Calf supreme ch: Mady.
sen Cox, Bennet; Feeder Calf Supreme Res
CD: Madysen Con, Benntfc Market Animal
Supreme Ch: Allison Walbrecht, Lincotn;
Market Heiler Grand Ch; Kyler Plugge, Un.
coin; Market Heifsr Res Grand tt: Emberlin
Johnson, Palmyra; Market Steer Grand Ch:
Allison Walbrecht. Lincoln; Lancaster Born
and Raised-Breeding Ch; Brett Heinrkh,
Hickman; Lancaster Born and Raised-Mar-
kel Ch; Kyter Plugge. Lincoln; Rate of Gain
Market Steer Ch; Clara Johnson, Walton.
DAIRY CATTIE
Showmanship Overall Ch; Catherine Hy-
trek, Cortland; Showmanship Sr Ch: Cather-
ine Hytrek, Cortland; Showmanship [nt Ch:
Isabella Hytrek, Cortland.
COURTESY PHOTOS
4-H Fashion Show Champion
was Kali Burnham (left) with
her burgundy satin prom gown
enhanced with silver hand-sewn
embellishments. Eliana Babcock
earned Reserve Champion with
her pink-fringed prom gown with
LED lights sewn into the skirt
programmed to change color with
movement.
Melcali, Lincoln: Brad MentitaUon Contest
)rCh Kaily Wesely, Uncoln; Breaters choke
Sr Ch: Rhianna Metcalf, Lincoln.
HOUSEHOLD PETS
Mammal Ot Badri Kcrt, Linmh.l.lanTO]
Res Ch: Andrew Oonlan, UfKoln: Non-Mam-
ma) Ch: John Donlan, Linailn; Non-Mammal
Res ch: Reese Rockenbach. UiKoin; Bird Ch:
Roese Rockenbadi, LincoSn.
POUITRY
Showmanship Sr Ch: Jenna Kramer, lin-
coin; showmanship Jr Ch: Adam Kramer,
Lincoln: Judging Contest « ch: Marylynn
Rauert, Lincoln; Large Fowl Crand Ch: Zach
Pittman.Martell.
DOC
Static Exhibit: Emmi Dearmont, Hickman;
Trophy Showmanship Grand Ch: Emmi Dear-
nwnt, Hfckman; Showmanship SrCh: Kaittyn
Dumler, lincoto; Showmanship Int Ch: Tay-
lor Root, Walton; Showmanship Beginning
Chi Ciaire Mathis, Uncoln; Beginning A&IJty
A-level 2 Ch: Sidney Schlesiger, HIckman;
Pre-begnnii^AgnyB-lmHUtSienaWil-
son, Lincoln; Pre-b^'nningA&lityA-Level l
Ch; Kate Stratman, Lincoln; Obedience Nov-
ke Ch: Emmi Deannont. Hickman.
CAT
Long Hair Best In show: Nathaniel Ga-
bel, Lincoln.
HORSE
Engfch showrenship ST ch: Aubrey Hayes,
Uncoh; EneM Baby Green EqulalkmCti SM-
ney Froistad. Uncoln; English Hunter/Saddle-
seat Ages 4 and Up Res Grand ch: Elfe Sum,
WiltoitEftMiHuota'/SaiMesea Aged Hone
Grand Ch: Samanlha Fox. Lincoln; Minialure
Showmanship Jr/Sr Ch: Aubrey Hayes, Un-
cotrt; Miniature Showmanship Etem Ch: Af-
ton Byetick. Lincoln; Western Stwwmanship
Sr Ch; Emmf Oeannont, Hickman; Western
ShowmanshipJr Ch: Chase Mclnteer, Lincoln;
Western aowmansNpElemdi Tanner Mcln-
teer, Lincoln; Groom and Care Ch: Mackenzie
WiWnson. Uncoln western Stock Aged Hone
Grand Qi Katheme Malra. HkkmanVitetem
Stock (gal Hone Res Grand Ol: Ouse Mcln-
teer, tAxoln; Reining Sf Ch &Arev Hayes, Ltn-
coin; Reining Jr Cfc Clara Bradburv, Uncoln;
Reining E(em Ch: Tanner Mctnteer, LifKoln;
Additional horse awards will be announced
at 4-H Horse (Wards Nighl.
LINCOLN JOURNAL STAR








President Donald Trump re -
ceived a rare rebuke from Ne-
braska agriculture on Thursday
that questioned whether the Re -
publican president is really "on
our side"
The Nebraska Corn Board
and the Nebraska Corn Grow-
ers Association issued a joint
statement criticizing the Trump
administration for continuing
to issue oil refinery waivers that
thwart ethanol production and
for a trade poUcy that they said
has damaged agriculture.
"Many of our corn farmers
have stood with Trump for a
long time, but that may soon
change," Dan Nerud, a Dorches -
ter farmer and president of the
2,400-member Nebraska Corn
Growers Association, said in a
release.
"All we're getting is lip ser-
vice," David Bruntz, a Friend
farmer and chakman of the Ne-
braska Corn Board, said.
"At one moment, we think
President Trump is on our side
and then the refinery waivers
come through. It's truly a slap in
the face.
"Farmers are hurting," Bruntz
said, "and it just keeps getting
worse."
"As harvest approaches af-
ter an extremely difficult year
for agriculture, many Nebraska
corn farmers are outraged by
the Trump administration's







For eight decades, the names
designating meeting and confer-
ence rooms inside the Nebraska
Union lacked imagination.
Local nen-s (ips? Call (tie CitY Oesl. at (402) 473-7306
COURTESY PHOTOS
4-H volunteer Mary Burroughs led a quilt block workshop attended by seven youths ages 9-13 in June that made the Quilt of Valor that will be
presented Monday to U.S. Navy veteran Rachel Wells at the Nebraska State Fair in Grand Island.
Sewing support
Veteran whose father
died will receive Quilt
of Valor at State Fair
JoANNEYOUNG
Lincoln Journal Star
U.S. Navy veteran Rachel Wells
was somewhat shocked when she
was contacted about receiving a
Quilt of Valor, made by Lancaster
County 4-H youths.
"I always feel like someone
else has done more than I have,"
she said.
During her five years of active
duty, though,shedidalot.Wells
was stationed on the USS George
H.W. Bush, from 2012 to 2017,
where she worked as a weap-
ons specialist. She completed
two deployments in Operation
Enduring Freedom, the world-
wide combat mission launched
shortly after the terrorist attacks
of Sept. 11, 2001, and then Op-
eiation Inherent Resolve, the
military intervention against the
Islamic State of Iraq and Syria.
Wells worked below deck on
the carrier assembling and ser-
vicing bombs, missiles, rockets
V I
The Quilt of Valor that will be presented to U.S. Navy veteran Rachel
Wells features a modified bowtie pattern with a meandering stars
quilting pattern.
and launching devices. And she
took her turn standing watch
on the 50-caliber machine gun
on the flight deck. Twelve-hour
days, seven days a week. Some-
times she would leave the car-
rier to spend a couple of days in
port, ill Greece, Turkey, Bahrain,
Dubai.
Now, she's a student at the
University ofNebraska-Lincoln,
a senior working toward an edu-
cation and human sciences de-
gree in child, youth and family
studies.
Quilts of Valor is a national
organization that awards quilts
to veterans, with the idea of
covering them with comfort.
The first quilt was awarded in
November 2003 at Walter Reed
Army Medical Center to a young
soldier from Minnesota who had
lost his leg in Iraq,
Wells decided to accept the
Quilt of Valor, in part because
it would have made her dad so
proud. She wfll miss him at Mon-
day's Quilt of Valor ceremony at
the Nebraska State Fair in Grand
Island.
Dennis Wells, a semi-truck
driver, was on his way to work
Aug. 7 in his pickup when a storm
developed. Three miles from his
home near Cairo the rain was so
blinding he couldn't see the tree
that had fallen over the road.
WeUs hit the tree and died at the
scene.
"My dad was always so proud
of me for going in," Rachel Wells
said. "Me getting this, he would
have been ecstatic for me."
The ceremony will be at
10a.m. at the State Fair 4-H
BuUding.
Wells, 25, was born in Lex-
ington and her family moved
Please see QUILT, Page AS
Quilt
From A3
to Grand Island in 2002 and
eventually Cairo, where her
dad raised cattle, pigs and
goats. She graduated from
Centura High School, and
a month later was in basic
training with the Navy.
It was her idea to join
the military because she
just wasn't sure what she
wanted to do.
"So I went into the Navy
and I thought it was the
right thing for me to do. I
thought it fit me," she said.
The quflt — red, white and
blue, made in a modified
bowtie pattern with a mean-
dering stars quilting pattern
— was madein4-H volunteer
Maiy Burroughs' quilt block
workshop in June by seven
youths ages 9-13. Burroughs
assembled the blocks and an-
other volunteer wifh the Lin-
coin Quilts of Valor stitchedit.
The plan to present the
quUt on Oct. 18 at a cere-
many on the Veterans Ad -
ministiation campus to a
yet-unknown veteran was
changed when Wells, a
summer intern with Lan-
caster County 4-H, lost her
father m the Aug. 7 storm.
When Well$ graduates in
May, she would like to work
m a county office of Nebraska
Extension, or in a social work
position with children and
families. She spent 13 years
asayouthin4-H.
Eighty-seven 4-H quUts
will be on display at the
State Fair and will be pre-
sented at Monday's cer-
emony. Wells' is the only
one that will be awarded to
a veteran at the ceremony,
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Many recognized at 2019
4-H Horse Awards Night
LINCOLN - The 2019
4-H Horse Awards Night,
held Oct. 3, recognized top
achievements at the Lan-
easier County Super Fair
and other accomplishments
throughout the past year.
The Horse Judging Con-
test emphasizes how much
4-H members know about
horse conformaUon as they
Judge four or more classes of
horses along with the oppor-
tunity to give oral reasons.
The Champion of each dlvi-
slon received a buckle.
Elementary Division -
Lola Bunz, Champion, Wal-
ton; Elizabeth Funk, fourth
place, Waveriy
Junior Division - Paris
Floras, Champion, Green-
wood; Michalea Bunz. Re-
serve Champion, Walton;
Kali Maytum, fourth place,
Rayinond
Senior Division - El-
lie Bunz, Walton (Reserve
Champion); Judson Tietjen,
third place, Waverly
The Nebraska 4-H Horse
Project advancement lev-
els are designed to serve as
guides for Instruction and
evaluation of each mem-
ber's progress. The correct
handling of horses Is empha-
sized fi-om the beginning lev-
el to the most advanced level.
Each level is a huge accom-
plishment.
Level I walk/trof - Layton
Brauckmuller, Greenwood
Level I - Lola Bunz. Wal-
(on; Paris Floras, Green-
wood; Maria LaPlante,
Greenwood
Level D —Michalea Bunz,
Walton; Paris Mores, Green-
wood; Elizabeth Funk, Wa-











TOP AWARD; Tanner Mclnteer o( Lincoln was awarded the Dick and
Cookie Confer Top Trail Award for all-around champion of the Lancaster
County Super Fair 4-H Trail obstacle class Oct. 3.'
coin
Level m - EUle Bunz, Wal-
ton; Chase Mclnteer. Lincoln
The 4-H'ers logged the
hours they spent working
with or learning about hors-
es. The more hours invested,
the more valuable the re-
ward. The Horse Incentive
Awards are sponsored by the
Lancaster County 4.H Horse
Volunteers In Program Ser.
vice (VIPS) Committee.
Silver (minimum of 225
hours or points) - Lola Bunz,
Walton; Elizabeth Funk,
Walfon; Taylor Root, Walton
Gold (minimum of 390
hours or points; and corn-
pleted horse record book) -
EmeBimz, Walton; Mlchalea
Bunz, Waltori; Avery Tonni-
ges, Waverly
Nebraska Dressage Asso-
ciation High Score Dressage
Rider Awards for high score
riders In the 4-H Dressage
Show in both the tradition-
al dressage classes and the
western dressage classes at
the Lancaster County Super
Fair, sponsored by Nebraska
Dressage Association - high
score western riders - Madi
Brandt, Champion, Waverly;
Dr. KeUy Stich Top NRHA
Reining Awards sponsored
by Dr. Kelly Stich went to
Tanner Mclnteer, Llncoki in
Elementary.
Dick and Cookie Confer
Top Trail Award for aU-
around champion of the Lan-
caster County Super, Fair 4-H
















Sunday: Worship, 11 a.m.
St. Mary's CathoUc
Church, Davey





9:15 a.m.; worship, 10:30 a.m.;
Immanuel Lutheran
Church, Eagle
Sunday: Worship, 9 a.m.;
Sunday school, youth, and




9:4S a.m.; worship, 11 a.m.
Christian Church
Greenwood
Sunday: Worship, 10 a.m.
Cedar Hill United Method.
1st, Greenwood
Sunday: Worship, 11 a.m.
St. Joseph's Catholic
Church, Greenwood















St. Mary's and Joseph
Catholic, Valparalso
Saturday: Mass, 4 p.m.








Sunday: Adult Bible class,
9 a.m.; worship, 10 a.m.
Grace Lutheran Church
Walton
Sunday: Sunday school, 9
a.m.; worship: 10 a.m.
Bethlehem Covenant
Church, Rural Waveriy
Sunday: Worship, 8:30 and
10:30 a.m.
Wednesday: Circle of
Friends, grades K-5, 5:45
p.m.; Break-Out, grades 6-8,
men's Bible study, women's





worship, 8 a.m.; Sunday
school, 9:15 a.m.; Hearts Re-
jolcing worship, 10:30 a.m.;
Wednesday: Boot Camp,
5:30 a.m.; chapel worship,
10:10 a.m.; praise and media
team rehearsal, 7 p.m.




Sunday: Worship, 9 a.m.
and 11 a.m., Sunday School,
10a.m.
Tuesday: Boy Scouts, 7
p.m.
Davey St. Mary's Catholic
Church
Saturday: Mass, 5:30 p.m.
Sunday: Mass, 8 a.m. and
10 a.m.
Seek the Lord by Pastor Dan Safarik
Invisible People Made Visible
I get to have the Job of calling on first time
visitors at our church. So I deliver welcome
bags to the homes of our visitors. I'm always
findmg new areas of Lincoln I didn't even
know existed. I was driving in a brand new
development. I knew I was close to the right
address. I could see the address must be one
side of a duplex. I looked at the left side and I
saw a statue of Mary, so I figured they must
be Catholic. I looked at the right side and saw
the statue of a woman holding a casserole, so
I figured they must be Methodist!
I'm sure many churches might joke that
they are known by their casseroles. Most of
us are known for something. What are you
known for? One of the things I admired most
nhnnf JPAUR hp np.vpr miflsprf anvhnrlvl Kvpn
treated Paul as if he was one of those "invls-
ible" people.
October Is National Down Syndrome
Awareness Month. We are especially trying
to teach people that folks with Down syn-
drome are much more alike than different
from others. People with Down syndrome,
like Paul, have their own unique gifts and
abilities, just like everyone else.
I recenUy attended our Favlik reunion in
Farwell, 10 mUes west of St. Paul. One of my
relatives, Andrew was there. Andrew Is In
his 20s now. I hadn't seen him in almost 20
years. I have been praying for him for over
20 years since I found out he also has Down
syndrome.
. Andrew was the best welcoming commit-
fppTpvprmpt WpiQflnincru/oH'hohaca aroat
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Extension News
by Sarah Browning, Nebraska Extension Horticulture Educator
Planting Garlic in the Fall
Vegetable Garden
Garlic produces weU in
Nebraska when planted in
October or very-early spring,
using Individual bulb doves
or the small bulblls found
on top-settmg types. Fall
or very-early. sprmg plant-
ing Is required because dor-
mant doves and young gar-
lie plants must be exposed
to cold temperatures of 32 to
50°F. for one to two months
to induce bulb formation.
Kinds of garlic
There are two main types
of garlic - soft neck and hard-
neck. Don't buy garlic bulbs
at the grocery store to plant
in your garden. These are
mainly softneck varieties,
adapted to warmer climates,
and usually have not been
stored at temperatures con-
duclve to good bulb forma-




don, produces a woody flow-
er stalk and also is known as
"top-settlng" garlic because
it produces clusters of bul-
•bils after the mostly sterile
flowers bloom. Many hard-
neck types tend to produce
large underground bulbs
made up of a few large doves
and yield best when planted
In the fall.
Softneck garlic, A. s. sub-
sp. satlvum, does not form a
woody stalk but has Qexible
leaves that can be braided.
Bulbs of softneck types usu-
ally have more individual
doves and yield higher than
hardneck types. Softneck
types also are generally bet-
ter adapted to a wide range




er, garlic connoisseurs say
that softneck cultlvars lack
the subtle flavor differences
found in hardneck cultivars.
Garlic types and cultivars
Deciding what kind of
garlic to plant is a challenge
since there are over 100 culti-
vars available from specialty
suppliers!
Rocambole - hardneck.
Bulbs off white with purple
stripes. Clove skins brown
and easy to peel. Stores about
four to five months. Culti-
vars include Kilamey Red,
German Red, Spanish Roja
and Carpathlan.
Porcellan - hardneck.
Smooth white skins, doves
more difficult to peel .than
Rocamboles. Stores about
five to seven months. Culti-
vars include German Extra
Hardy, Georgian Crystal and
Music.
Purple stripe - hardneck.
Bulbs white with purple
streaks. Clove skins brown
and more difficult to peel
than Rocamboles. Stores 5 to
7 months. Cultivars include
Persian Star and Metechl.
Silverskms - softneck.
White bulbs and clove skins.
Best adapted to warm cli-
mates with mild winters.
Stores for up to one year.
Cultivars include Silver
White, Idaho SUverskin and
California Select.
Artichoke - usually a
softneck, but may flower fol-
lowing a cold winter. Bulbs
white or purple blushed.
Named for their layers of
overlapping doves. Difficult
to peel. Stores sue to nine
months. Cultivars include
IncheUum Red, Kettle River
Giant and Early Red Italian.
Garden preparation
Garlic grows best in weU-
drained, friable loam soils
that are fertile and high in
organic matter. If your soil
is high in clay, add organic
matter to break up clay par-
tides for better drainage. Or-
ganic matter also will help a
sandy soU. hold more water.
Like onions, garlic needs a
steady and fau-ly high level
of nutrients in the soil while
actively growing, but they
have shaUow, coarse roots
that are not as efficient at nu-
trlent uptake as other crops.
When preparing the soil
for planting, apply 3 to 4
pounds of 10-10-10 fertilizer
per 100 square feet (or follow
soil test recommendations)
and spread one to three inch-
es of organic matter such as
chopped leaves, dry grass
clippmgs or compost over
the soil surface. Use a spad-
ingfork to mix m the organic
matter. A rototUler also can
be used to prepare the soil.
When incorporating or-
ganic matter that must be
decayed, such as dry leaves
and grass clippings, it is best
to do it a few weeks before
planting so soil microbes will
have a chance to start break-
ing these materials down.
Planting
Just before plantmg, sepa-
rate bulbs into individual
doves and sort by size. Do
not divide the bulbs more
than a few days before plant-
ing because early separation
results in decreased yields.
Reserve the largest doves for
planting and use the smaller
doves for cooking.
For best yields, garlic
should be planted in early-
to mld-October. Planting be-
fore mid-September is not
recommended. Garlic doves
should begin growing and
then go dormant when cold
weather arrives.
For single-plant rows,
plant the doves three to five
inches apart in an upright
position (pointed end up) to
ensure good emergence and
straight necks. Cover doves
to a depth of about two to
three inches. Allow 12 to 24
inches between rows.
Garlic also lends itself
weU to wide-row planting. In
this planting system, space
doves five inches apart in
all directions in foot-wide
rows or raised beds. This re-
quires considerably less gar-
den space for the same yield,
but weeding must be done by
hand.
Water thoroughly after
planting to stimulate growth.
The soil must be kept
evenly moist during ac-
tive growth. Garlic is quite
drought-sensitive, so a week-
ly application of one mch of
water \viU increase yields if
rainfall is lacking. Dry soil
wUl result in irregularly
shaped bulbs.
A light application of
mulch (1 to 2 inches) after the
ground freezes wiU help pre-
vent frost heaving through-
out the winter.
FaU-planted garlic is ready
to harvest from late June to
mid-July.
CNA and MED AIDE CLASSES
in November!
Free Class & Get Paid!
Join our team that Makes it Happen!
Have Fun!!
PLEASE CONTACT:
Deb Nesbitt RN 402-944-7031
DNesbitt@AzriaHealth.cbm
Azria Health Ashland 170LFh^"nadsSEreet
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Dittman named Woman of the
Year at Inspire Awards luncheon
n':;fi1' Ot Llt-XsW IUL.^MU hT/A
PHOTO tIV M.VfK SC:m'.".t.J?-k-;-R
lice DJttman, tumier p.'e'iidn-T erd
CEO of CDrnhu-Aef Bank, K this
1 year's iriip'ii VA-.Tian ol ihe I'sai.
C-'ttmEi-i iecen.'fd he'hcncr Sept 18
dw'i-^s t~e tifth annu^, in=p're - Ceifrh'aline
Afcn-.-sn's Lea'jirship A.'i'cirds luncheon zl
Pinnade Bank /HEM.
She .vcfked 3'. ihe ba~.'<; he- iami\f
QrtFcd lor near.y •l0 yeara, SC^-TIS as
piEsident (rom 19/S-y2 and t-'^n ser>'r,g
apolher i I yesrs on its beard c.1 dirsdors.
In W, t, 6'"e sorted a $ I miicn micro-
lendir.g pfDfira^ far e-iireprene.^s tiial'i
ECT'inisteied Ihiouj^i the Lincoln Cammu-
nity rb;."»:iat''aa
Other wcman honoied at the iwards
luncheon iiie:
• Lnda Robirrson Rutz c< United Way.
Ejcellence in r'hilanf--upv,
• Cathy Martine; c.1 L"£ Aulism Famil)'
Netiwk, Etcellence '-i Nanpfutil;
• Cor; Sampscn I'DkDun af San'pscn
Ccr'slnLnion, FAoellence 1-1 Bur.rcss ^Lgipi)
• B-:-th Lad ot AisadcSed Aneslhea-
cilofi.st^ Excelfence in BLS'ness (Sma'' to
fAsdium);
• fvti-.o'a HansKi ot Handersen Publish-
infi E>;]:e"ence in EnlreprTnauf5":p,
• Jennifer Knecht oi Immanuel Co^.--"i:-
nil-es, Excellence i-i riealt'i Cae;
• MeEssa Rpfey of the Lncoln Polire
Gspalment, Excellence in -uauer" T-ent
SeMca;
120 L M/.G,"Nt . N:',OTtlc< mi?
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• Tfticy /<nder».T, lancB.ste; Count',' -t-H
Coydinalar, E>:ce'.'<?.nr.e in Edu;att:..i;
• I'r.Ti Ur.-een of Moumine. Hope,
Faunder; A.'ji'tl, and
• Myali fr-XKon st Lr'co'n Scufr,'/,e5l,
Ful..j7e B'^sines; Leader and scholership
i.W.f
T^s event ^ hcste-3 b'/ ilie Jaumal Slai,
a-.d ciward ••'.fnneri are selected by the
Inspire aA'isc'"/' beard
Keynote speaker ReveUe talks of
keys to Bvhig an inspired life
Kevnote speaker RliDnclc Se'.'clle, long-
L-fe 1-i^ker head saflba'l coach, presenled
'Inspire Irom ihe In.'iide 0^.:' Shs tcld frie
hundreds ut E'tendeea that frsre are fire











EM* Thu^ay, Dec 12,2019 Agriculture thjs Week
'Successful Farmer Series' scheduled for
Lancaster County Extension Office, online
The Voice News • www.voicenewsnebraska.com
AUBURN - Tyler Williams,
Extension Educator in Lancaster
County recently announced that the
Successful Farmer Series begins on
Fridays Jan. 10 through Feb. 14,
2020, 9-11:30 a.m. at the Lancaster
Extension Education Center, 444
Cherrycreek Road, Lincoln or they
can be viewed online.
To register for the face-ta-face
meetings you can call 402-441-7180
or register on-line at https://lancast-
er.unl.edu/ag. Cost is $5 per session
or $15 for all six sessions.
You can pay at the door with cash
or check or debit/credit payment is
available for an additional fee. CCA
credits are available for certified
crop advisors. Refreshments will
be provided.
Attendees at last year's series es-
timated a $16 per acre value gained
by participating.
You can also watch sessions
online free. Visit the livestreaming
site at https://Iancaster.unl.edu/
liveevents, complete the registration
fonn and select FREE Livestream so
the handouts for the session(s) can
be emailed to you. You must have a
valid email in order to receive the
handouts.
Descriptions for the six sessions
are listed below.
Jan. 10— Energy and Agriculture
Instructors: John Hay - UNL
Biological Systems Engineering &
Roger Berry - Administrator, Ne-
braska Ethanol Board
Sponsor: Nebraska Corn Board
Session Description: Ag can be
a producer and consumer of energy,
which has become a big piece of ag-
ricultural production and economics.
Solar, wind, biofuets, etc. all impact
agricultural producers' land, crop se-
lection, marketing options and profit.
Learning more about the opportuni-
ties, pitfalls and future direction of
the energy and agricultural industry
may help you align your operation
to be successful
Jan. 17 - Insect and Disease
Instructors: Justin McMechan -
UNL Cropping Systems Specialist,
Tamra Jackson-Ziems - UNL Plant
Pathologist, Amelia Breinig - Asst.
Director, Nebraska Department of
Agriculture
Sponsor: Bayer
Session: Insects and diseases are
a problem to be dealt with every
year. This session will focus on per-
tinent insects and diseases dealt with
in 2019 and the ones to be looking'
for in 2020.
Jan. 24 - Ag Policy and Data
Instructors: Brad Lubben - UNL
Ag Policy Specialist & Nick Streff
- Regional Director, USDA-NASS
Sponsor: - Climate - FieIdView
Session: Agricultural policy is a
difficult topic to follow and keep up
with, but is even more challenging
with the frequency and amount of
data available to producers, traders
and public policymakers at any
given time. This session will focus
on ag policy updates, farm bill
considerations and the ins-and outs
of the USDA National Ag Statistics
Service.
Jan. 31 - Soil Management
Instructors: Aaron Hird. NRCS
Soil Health Specialist, Fernanda
Souza Krupek - UNL Graduate
Research Assistant, Cory Schmidt,
NRCS
Sponsor: North Central SAR
Session: Managing the soil is one
of the key factors in farm production,
profitability and sustainability. Cre-
ating a healthy and high-quality soil
requires strategy and commitment.
This session focuses on the benefits
of having a high-quality soil, beyond
yield, as well as local cover crop
programs and research.
Feb. 7 - Resiliency and Diver-
sification
Instructors: Katie Kreuser - UNL
Extension Educator and Craig Alien
- UNL Resilience Scientist
Sponsor: North Central SARE
Session: If 2019 taught us any-
thing, it is to be ready for everything.
Flooding, extreme cold, heavy snow,
flash droughts, all impacted our ag
system this past year. We can't stop
these events from happening, but
you can manage your system to re-
duce the impact and risk to losses.
This session will focus on ways to
create a more resilient system and
opportunities to diversify crop or
livestock production and risk.
Feb. 14- Weather and Markets
Instructors: Al Dutcher - UNL
ExtensionAgClimatologist&Doug
Simon - Commodity Consultant,
Tredas
Sponsor: Lancaster County Farm
Bureau
Session: Everyone loves to talk
weather and markets. This session
will feature a look at the upcoming
forecast, as well as information on
the latest ag markets and potential
marketing strategies.
- Article submitted by Nebraska
Extension Educator Gary Lesoing.
Lancaster County prepares for bugs this spring https://vv\^v.l011now.com/content/news/Lancaster-County-prepares-for..,
Lancaster County prepares for bugs this
spring
By Madison Pitsch \ Posted: Tue 7:20 PM, Apr 09, 2019
LINCOLN, Neb. (KOLN) Insects are starting to come out after a long winter. While many think that the bugs are killed
off due to harsh winter weather and precipitation, they actually need that moisture to breed and hatch.
Fleas, ticks and mosquitos are usually the most notable right away.
Veterinarians recommend treating your pets immediately, so as to
prevent the pests from coming into your house.
"A single flea can lay up to 50 eggs per day," said Dr. Tony Moravec,
the owner of Driftwood Veterinary. "So, if you have 5 fleas that are
egg-laying on your pet, and they go for 4 days, that's a thousand
eggs that are deposited in your home over the course of 4 days."
Virtually all flees carry tapeworms, according to Dr. Moravec, so it is necessary to pre-treat to avoid the diseases.
However, if you treat your dog, the tick won't stick to them and will likely move on to humans in the house.
Entomologist Jody Green says it's necessary to protect pets and humans alike.
"I think dogs are pretty lucky that they've got the prevention that they have," said Dr. Green. "They can eat those
tablets, but there isn't one of those for humans."
Dr. Green recommended wearing repellent, tucking clothes in, avoiding wooded areas and sealing pests out of
homes.
Get the latest updates from 1011now.com delivered to your browser
